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Abstract. Modifications of General Relativity leave their imprint both on the cosmic ex-
pansion history through a non-trivial dark energy equation of state, and on the evolution of
cosmological perturbations in the scalar and in the tensor sectors. In particular, the mod-
ification in the tensor sector gives rise to a notion of gravitational-wave (GW) luminosity
distance, different from the standard electromagnetic luminosity distance, that can be stud-
ied with standard sirens at GW detectors such as LISA or third-generation ground based
experiments. We discuss the predictions for modified GW propagation from some of the
best studied theories of modified gravity, such as Horndeski or the more general degenerate
higher order scalar-tensor (DHOST) theories, non-local infrared modifications of gravity, bi-
gravity theories and the corresponding phenomenon of GW oscillation, as well as theories
with extra or varying dimensions. We show that modified GW propagation is a completely
generic phenomenon in modified gravity. We then use a simple parametrization of the effect
in terms of two parameters (Ξ0, n), that is shown to fit well the results from a large class
of models, to study the prospects of observing modified GW propagation using supermas-
sive black hole binaries as standard sirens with LISA. We construct mock source catalogs
and perform detailed Markov Chain Monte Carlo studies of the likelihood obtained from
LISA standard sirens alone, as well as by combining them with CMB, BAO and SNe data
to reduce the degeneracies between cosmological parameters. We find that the combination
of LISA with the other cosmological datasets allows one to measure the parameter Ξ0 that
characterizes modified GW propagation to the percent level accuracy, sufficient to test sev-
eral modified gravity theories. LISA standard sirens can also improve constraints on GW
oscillations induced by extra field content by about three orders of magnitude relative to the
current capability of ground detectors. We also update the forecasts on the accuracy on H0
and on the dark-energy equation of state using more recent estimates for the LISA sensitivity.
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1 Introduction
The physics of gravitational waves (GWs) provides important opportunities to improve our
understanding of gravitational interactions, and to test theories of gravity alternative to Gen-
eral Relativity (GR). For example, the recent simultaneous detection of a gravitational and
an electromagnetic signal from GW170817 [1–4], and the follow-up studies of the electromag-
netic counterpart [5] impose severe constraints on theories predicting a different speed for
gravitational and electromagnetic waves [6–10].
The next generation of GW experiments, and in particular the LISA mission [11], has
the potential of performing stringent tests of other aspects of modified gravity theories,
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by studying the propagation of GWs across cosmological distances. In GR, the linearised
evolution equation for GWs traveling on an FRW background in four dimensional space-time
is
h′′A + 2H h′A + k2hA = ΠA , (1.1)
where the primes indicate derivatives with respect to conformal time η, related to the physical
time through the usual relation dη = dt/a(t), with a(t) the scale factor, A = +,× labels the
two polarizations, and ΠA is the source term, related to the anisotropic stress tensor. In a
generic modified gravity model the above equation is modified into
h′′A + 2 [1− δ(η)]H h′A +
[
c2T (η) k
2 +m2T (η)
]
hA = ΠA . (1.2)
More generally, δ(η) could be a function also of wavenumber k, and the expression (c2T (η) k
2+
m2T (η)) could be replaced by an expression with a more complicated k dependence, corre-
sponding to a non-trivial dispersion relation (parity-violating theories could also a priori
introduce a dependence of these quantities on the polarization index A). Each of the quan-
tities δ(η), cT (η) and mT (η) appearing in the equation (1.2) can in principle be tested with
GW observations. With respect to GR, the GW evolution equation (1.2) contains several
new ingredients:
1. The cosmological homogeneous background controlling the Hubble parameter H is in
general distinct from ΛCDM, given the different background solutions in modified grav-
ity. This, as we shall see, must be taken into due account when investigating the
dynamics of gravitational waves propagating through cosmological distances.
2. The function δ(η) modifies the friction term in the propagation equation. As we will
recall below, this affects the amplitude of a GW propagating across cosmological dis-
tances, giving rise to a notion of “gravitational-wave luminosity distance” [6, 12–16].1
In several modified gravity theories the function δ(η) is related to the time dependence
of the effective Planck mass Meff(η) (that could arise because of non-minimal coupling
of tensor modes with other fields), via the relation
δ(η) = −d lnMeff
d ln a
. (1.3)
In GR, δ = 0. Notice however that (as discussed in [16] and as we will recall below),
the relation (1.3) is not universally valid in modified gravity theories, and is not obeyed
in some interesting models; thus, one should not a priori identify a non-vanishing δ(η)
with a time-dependent effective Planck mass.
3. The tensor velocity cT can be in general time (and scale) dependent. In GR, cT = c,
with c the light speed (that we have set to one).
4. While in GR the tensor modes are massless, in theories of modified gravity the tensor
mode can be massive, with mT its mass. This can occur in theories such as massive
gravity or bigravity.
1Notice that δ is also indicated with other names in the literature, such as ν and αM , related to δ by
ν = αM = −2δ. See for example [17].
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5. In the presence of anisotropic stress, or in theories where tensors couple with addi-
tional fields already at linearised level (as in theories breaking spatial diffeomorphisms),
the tensor evolution equation contains a “source term” ΠA in the right hand side of
eq. (1.2). In absence of anisotropic stress, and in cosmological scenarios where spatial
diffeomorphisms are preserved, we have ΠA = 0.
The physical consequences of these parameters have been discussed at length in the literature
(see [18] for a review on their implications for GW astronomy). In this paper we investigate
how they affect a specific observable, the GW luminosity distance, which can be probed by
LISA standard sirens.
The space-based interferometer LISA can qualitatively and quantitatively improve our
tests on the propagation of gravitational waves in theories of modified gravity. LISA can
probe signals from standard sirens of supermassive black hole mergers (MBHs) at redshifts
z ∼ O(1 − 10), much larger than the redshifts z ∼ O(10−1) of typical sources detectable
from second-generation ground-based interferometers. This implies that LISA can test the
possible time dependence of the parameters controlling deviations from GR or the standard
ΛCDM model, since GWs travel large cosmological distances before reaching the observer.
Moreover, as we will review in section 4, LISA can measure the luminosity distance to MBHs
with remarkable precision, thereby reaching an accuracy not possible for second-generation
ground-based detectors.
It is also interesting to observe that LISA can probe GWs in the frequency range in
the milli-Hz regime (more precisely, in the interval 10−4 − 100 Hz), much smaller than the
typical frequency interval of ground-based detectors, 101 − 103 Hz. This is a theoretically
interesting range to explore since several theories of modified gravity designed to explain
dark energy, such as Horndeski, degenerate higher order scalar-tensor (DHOST) theories or
massive gravity, have a low UV cutoff, typically of order Λcutoff ∼
(
H20 MPl
)1/3 ∼ 102 Hz.
This cutoff is within the frequency regime probed by LIGO, making a comparison between
modified gravity predictions and GW observations delicate [19]. The frequency range tested
by LISA, instead, is well below this cutoff, hence it lies within the range of validity of the
theories under consideration.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall the notion of modified GW
propagation and GW luminosity distance, that emerges generically in modified theories of
gravity. In section 3 we discuss the prediction on modified GW propagation of some of the
best studied modified-gravity theories: scalar-tensor theories (with particular emphasis on
Horndeski and DHOST theories), infrared non-local modifications of gravity, bigravity, and
theories with extra and varying dimensions. We then turn to the study of the capability of
LISA to detect modified GW propagation using the coalescence of supermassive black hole
binaries as standard sirens. In section 4 we discuss the construction of mock catalogs of
events with LISA, and in section 5 we present the results, obtained by running a series of
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). We present our conclusions in section 6.
2 The gravitational-wave luminosity distance
2.1 Luminosity distance and standard sirens in GR
The standard luminosity distance associated to electromagnetic signals, dL, is defined in
terms of the energy flux F measured in the observer frame, and of the intrinsic luminosity L
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measured at the source frame, as
F ≡ L
4pid2L
. (2.1)
From the propagation of electromagnetic signals over an (unperturbed) FRW background,
one finds the standard expression for dL as a function of redshift,
dL(z) = (1 + z)
∫ z
0
dz˜
H(z˜)
, (2.2)
where
H(z) = H0
√
ΩM (1 + z)3 + ΩR(1 + z)4 + ΩDE(z) . (2.3)
Here ΩM = ρM (t0)/ρ0 is the present matter density fraction (where, as usual, ρ0 = 3H
2
0/(8piG)
is the critical energy density and t0 the present value of cosmic time), ΩR = ρR(t0)/ρ0
is the present radiation density fraction, and ΩDE(z) = ρDE(z)/ρ0, where ρDE(z) is the
dark energy (DE) density in the cosmological model under consideration. In particular,
in ΛCDM, ΩDE(z) = ΩΛ is constant. We are assuming for simplicity spatial flatness, so
ΩM + ΩR + ΩDE(z = 0) = 1. The luminosity distance therefore encodes important infor-
mation about the cosmological model, and is a prime cosmological observable, that can be
measured in particular using type Ia supernovae.
In GR, the amplitude of GWs produced by a binary astrophysical system provides yet
another measurement of dL(z). Indeed, introducing a field χA(η,k) from
hA(η,k) =
1
a(η)
χA(η,k) , (2.4)
eq. (1.1) becomes
χ′′A +
(
k2 − a
′′
a
)
χA = 0 . (2.5)
For modes well inside the horizon a′′/a is negligible with respect to k2,2 and we get a solution
for χA of the form
χA(η,k) ' AA sin(kη + ϕA) , (2.6)
with AA the amplitude and ϕA a phase. This shows that, overall, hA scales as 1/a in the
propagation over cosmological distances. For a coalescing binary, combining this factor with
the standard behavior 1/r in the near region, as well as with a redshift-dependent factor
that arises in transforming frequencies and masses from the rest-frame to the observed one,
we obtain the standard result hA ∝ 1/dL(z) (see e.g. section 4.1.4 of [20] for a detailed
derivation). More precisely, in the so-called restricted post-Newtonian (PN) approximation,
where one takes into account the PN corrections to the phase but not to the amplitude, one
finds
h+(t) =
2(1 + cos2 ι)
dL(z)
(GMc)5/3[pif(t)]2/3 cos Φ(t) , (2.7)
h×(t) =
4 cos ι
dL(z)
(GMc)5/3[pif(t)]2/3 sin Φ(t) , (2.8)
2In principle, the effect of the a′′/a term could be included use a WKB approximation, as in [14]. However,
the relative size of the a′′/a and k2 terms is of order of the square of the wavelength λGW of the GW over the
size of the horizon, (λGW/H
−1
0 )
2, and this correction is therefore not significant for LISA or for ground-based
detectors.
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where Φ(t) is the phase, that in general needs to be computed to a high PN order, Mc =
(1 + z)(m1m2)
3/5(m1 + m2)
−1/5 is the redshifted chirp mass (i.e. the quantity actually
observed in the detector frame), f(t) is the observed GW frequency, that sweeps upward in
time, and ι is the inclination angle of the normal to the orbit with respect to the line of sight.
The chirp mass is accurately determined from the time evolution of f(t) [e.g., to lowest
order in the PN expansion, f˙ = (96/5)pi8/3(GMc)5/3f11/3]. Then, as first observed in [21],
the amplitude of GWs from a coalescing compact binary provides an absolute measurement
of its luminosity distance and in this sense coalescing compact binaries are the GW analogue
of standard candles, or standard sirens. As we see from eqs. (2.7) and (2.8), the main
uncertainty on the standard siren measurement of dL(z) comes from the partial degeneracy
with cos ι. This can be broken in particular if both polarizations can be measured, or if we
have informations on the inclination angle, e.g. from the observation of an electromagnetic
jet. Much work as been devoted in the literature to studying how standard sirens can be
used for cosmology [22–34]; see in particular [35–37] for recent work specifically related to
LISA.
2.2 GW luminosity distance in modified gravity theories
2.2.1 GW luminosity distance from modified friction term
Let us now discuss how the situation changes in modified gravity. The expression for the
luminosity distance that enters eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) now depends on the equation for propa-
gation of GWs in the theory under consideration. In particular, as recognized in [6, 13–16]
(see also Sect. 19.6.3 of [38]), the function δ(η), that modifies the “friction term” in eq. (1.2)
affects the luminosity distance extracted from the observation of GWs from a coalescing
binary. Indeed, consider the equation
h′′A + 2H[1− δ(η)]h′A + k2hA = 0 , (2.9)
where, for the moment, we have only retained the deviations from GR induced by the function
δ(η) in eq. (1.2). In this case, to eliminate the friction term, we must introduce χA(η,k) from
hA(η,k) =
1
a˜(η)
χA(η,k) , (2.10)
where
a˜′
a˜
= H[1− δ(η)] . (2.11)
Then we get
χ′′A +
(
k2 − a˜
′′
a˜
)
χA = 0 . (2.12)
Once again, inside the horizon the term a˜′′/a˜ is totally negligible, so GWs propagate at the
speed of light. However, now the amplitude of h˜A is proportional to 1/a˜ rather than 1/a.
As a result, the GW amplitude measured by coalescing binaries is still given by eqs. (2.7)
and (2.8), where now the standard “electromagnetic” luminosity distance dL(z) (that we will
henceforth denote by demL ) is replaced by a “GW luminosity distance” d
gw
L such that
d gwL (z) =
a(z)
a˜(z)
d emL (z) . (2.13)
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By integrating eq. (2.11) (and choosing, without loss of generality, the normalizations a˜(t0) =
a(t0) = 1, where t0 is the present value of cosmic time), this can be nicely rewritten in terms
of δ(z) as [15, 16]
d gwL (z) = d
em
L (z) exp
{
−
∫ z
0
dz′
1 + z′
δ(z′)
}
. (2.14)
2.2.2 Relation to the time variation of the Planck mass
We next discuss the relation between the function δ(η) and the possibility of a time-varying
Planck mass. In several explicit models (see section 3), it has been found that the two are
related by eq. (1.3). Upon integration, using d ln a = −dz/(1 + z), eq. (1.3) gives
ln
Meff(z)
Meff(0)
=
∫ z
0
dz′
1 + z′
δ(z′) , (2.15)
Comparing with eq. (2.14) we see that
d gwL (z)
d emL (z)
=
Meff(0)
Meff(z)
. (2.16)
Equivalently, in terms of the effective Newton constant Geff(z) = 1/M
2
eff(z), we have
d gwL (z)
d emL (z)
=
√
Geff(z)
Geff(0)
. (2.17)
The origin of this relation has been discussed in [16], where it has been found that it ex-
presses the conservation of the (comoving) number of gravitons during the propagation. The
argument runs as follows. Recall first of all how the usual scaling of the GW energy density
ρgw ∝ a−4 is deduced from the cosmological evolution in GR (we follow Section 19.5.1 of
[38]). From eqs. (2.4) and (2.6) we learn that, for the modes well inside the horizon that we
are considering,
h˜A(η,k) =
1
a(η)
AA sin(kη + ϕA) . (2.18)
Therefore h′A(η,k) ' AAk cos(kη + ϕA)/a(η), since the extra term obtained when the time
derivative acts on 1/a(η) gives a term proportional to a′/a2, which, for modes well inside the
horizon, is negligible compared to k/a. Using h˙A = (1/a)h
′
A, where the dot is the derivative
with respect to cosmic time, we get
h˙A ' AAk cos(kη + ϕA)
a2
, (2.19)
so h˙A scales as 1/a
2. The energy density of the GWs is given by the usual expression
ρgw =
1
16piG
∑
A=+,×
〈h˙2A〉 , (2.20)
where the angular bracket denotes an average over several periods. Inserting here eq. (2.19),
we find that the term cos2(kη + ϕA), averaged over several periods, gives a factor 1/2, and
it then follows that ρgw ∝ a−4. This expresses the fact that the physical number density of
gravitons scales as 1/a3 (i.e. the comoving number density is conserved), and that the energy
of each graviton redshifts as 1/a, leading to the overall 1/a4 scaling.
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In a modified gravity theory in which the comoving number of gravitons remains con-
served, the physical number density still scales as 1/a3. If, furthermore, the graviton dis-
persion relation remains E = k, its energy still scales as 1/a, so we have again ρgw ∝ a−4.
However, we have seen that hA now scales as 1/a˜, with a˜ in general different from a and,
repeating the argument in eqs. (2.18) and (2.19), h˙A scales as 1/(aa˜) (since the extra factor
of a comes from the transformation between cosmic time and conformal time). On the other
hand, G in eq. (2.20) must be replaced by Geff(t). In order to get ρgw ∝ a−4, we must then
have
1
Geff(z)
1
(aa˜)2
=
1
Geff(z = 0)
1
a4
, (2.21)
which, upon use of eq. (2.13), is equivalent to eq. (2.17). Thus, eq. (2.17) is valid in any
modified gravity theory in which the graviton number is conserved and the graviton dispersion
relation is not modified, and therefore in a very broad class of models. In particular, it can
be shown [16] that this relation holds in any modified gravity theory described by an action
of the form
S =
1
8piG
∫
d4x
√−g A(φ)R+ . . . , (2.22)
which is minimally coupled to matter, where A can be a nontrivial functional of extra fields
in the gravitational sector, here denoted collectively as φ, and the dots denote other possi-
ble gravitational interaction terms, that can depend on φ but do not contain terms purely
quadratic in the gravitational field hµν nor interactions with ordinary matter.
It is important to observe that the time variation of the effective Newton constant given
in eq. (2.17) [or, equivalently, the time variation of the Planck mass given by eq. (2.16)] can
only hold on cosmological scales. At such scales, typical cosmological models predict a time
dependence such that, today, |G˙/G| ' H0, with a coefficient in general of order one. A
scenario in which this result holds down to solar system or Earth-Moon scales would be ruled
out by Lunar Laser Ranging experiments, that by now impose a bound |G˙/G|<∼ 10−3H0 [39].
If a model predicts a non-trivial value for the ratio d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z) then, to be observationally
viable, it must either have a screening mechanism at short scales, so that the time-dependent
effective Newton constant predicted by eq. (2.17) cannot be extrapolated down to the Earth-
Moon scale (this is the case, for instance, for Hordenski and DHOST theories3, and bigravity)
or else must violate the relation (2.17) and predict Geff = G for all modes well inside the
horizon, even if it still predicts a non-trivial result for d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z). As we will see in
section 3.2, the latter option is realized in the so-called RT non-local gravity model.
Note also that the relation between the effective Newton constant Geff that governs
the gravitational dynamics at cosmological scales and the Newton constant G observed at
laboratory or solar-system scales can be model-dependent. In the absence of screening mech-
anisms, the effective Newton constant at cosmological scales is the same as that at laboratory
or solar-system scales, and then G = Geff(z = 0). In the presence of screening mechanisms,
however, the relation can be more complex.
3Very recently it has been pointed out [40] that, for the special case of the cubic Galileon, the screening is
not sufficient to guarantee an observable effect in the measurement of (2.17) for the redshifts probed by LISA
standard sirens. However, a more general form for the cubic Horndeski term, or the screening provided by
DHOST theories, can still provide sizable effects of (2.17) within the reach of LISA as we will see in Section
3.1.2.
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2.2.3 GW luminosity distance from a time-dependent speed of GWs
We now discuss how the above results for the luminosity distance change if we also include
a non-trivial function cT (η) in eq. (1.2). In that case we still define χ from eq. (2.10), with a˜
given by eq. (2.11). Then the “friction term” in eq. (2.11) is again eliminated, and χA now
satisfies the equation
χ′′A +
(
k2c2T (η)−
a˜′′
a˜
)
χA = 0 . (2.23)
For modes inside the horizon (defined now by the condition |a′′/a|  k2c2T ) we can neglect
the term a˜′′/a˜. Assuming that the frequency at which cT (η) changes is much smaller than
the frequency f = k/(2pi) of the GW [which is an extremely good approximation for GWs
detectable with LISA or with ground based interferometers, given that the typical scale of
change of cT (η) is expected to be fixed by H(η)], the resulting equation has the WKB-like
solution
χA(η,k) ' AA
√
cT (η0)
cT (η)
sin
[
k
∫ η
dη′cT (η′) + ϕA
]
, (2.24)
where we have normalized the amplitude AA so that, for cT (η) constant and equal to the
present value cT (η0), we recover eq. (2.6). Thus, a non-trivial speed of GWs, cT (η), affects
both the phase and the amplitude of the signal from a coalescing binary. Therefore it also
affects the GW luminosity distance, so the GR relation dL(z) = (1 + z)a(t0)rcom(z), where
rcom is the comoving distance to the source, is now modified into
dgwL (z) =
√
cT (z)
cT (0)
a(z)
a˜(z)
(1 + z)rcom(z) , (2.25)
where cT (0) ≡ cT (z = 0) and we used a(t0) = a˜(t0) = 1. Furthermore, the expression of
the comoving distance measured with GWs as a function of redshift is also affected by a
non-trivial speed of GWs, and is now given by
rcom(z) =
∫ z
0
dz˜
cT (z˜)
H(z˜)
. (2.26)
Thus, in the end,
d gwL (z) =
√
cT (z)
cT (0)
exp
{
−
∫ z
0
dz′
1 + z′
δ(z′)
}
(1 + z)
∫ z
0
dz˜
cT (z˜)
H(z˜)
, (2.27)
to be compared with
d emL (z) = (1 + z)
∫ z
0
dz˜
1
H(z˜)
. (2.28)
In App. A we show that the same relation emerges if we define the GW luminosity distance
from eq. (2.1), rather than from the 1/dgwL behavior of the GW amplitude from a localized
source, as we have done here. Also note that the effect can be related to Eq. (2.22) with the
conformal factor for scalar-tensor theories corresponding to M2effcT [6, 41].
The observation of GW170817/GRB 170817A puts a limit |cT − c|/c < O(10−15), but
this limit only holds for redshifts smaller than the redshift of that source, i.e. for z <∼ 0.01.
LISA can measure cT (z) to much higher redshifts. In particular, the simultaneous observation
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of a GW event and of its electromagnetic counterpart would put extremely strong limits on
|cT (z)− c|/c up to the redshift of the source, just as for GW170817/GRB 170817A.
Given the strong observational constraint from GW170817/GRB 170817A, and the lack
of explicit models where cT (z) evolves from a value equal to c within 15 digits at z < 0.01, to
a sensibly different value at higher redshift, in the following we will limit our analysis to the
case cT (z) = c. Note also that, if at higher redshift cT (z) should be sensibly different from
c, with LISA one would simply not see an electromagnetic counterpart even if it existed,
since the time delay of the electromagnetic and gravitational signal, over such distances,
would be huge. In that case the analysis of the present paper, that assumes standard sirens
with electromagnetic counterpart, would not be applicable, and one would have to resort to
statistical methods.4
2.2.4 Phenomenological parametrization of d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z)
In general, in modified gravity, both the cosmological background evolution and the cosmo-
logical perturbations are different with respect to GR. It is obviously useful to have phe-
nomenological parametrizations of these effects, that encompass a large class of theories. In
modified gravity, the deviation of the background evolution from ΛCDM is determined by
the DE density ρDE(z) or, equivalently, by the DE equation of state wDE(z). In principle
one could try to reconstruct the whole function wDE(z) from cosmological observations, but
current results are unavoidably not very accurate (see e.g. fig. 5 of [46]). The standard
approach is rather to use a parametrization for this function, that catches the qualitative
features of a large class of models. The most common is the Chevallier–Polarski–Linder
parametrization [47, 48], which makes use of two parameters (w0, wa),
wDE(a) = w0 + wa(1− a) , (2.29)
corresponding to the value and the slope of the function at the present time. In terms of
redshift,
wDE(z) = w0 +
z
1 + z
wa . (2.30)
One can then analyze the cosmological data adding (w0, wa) to the standard set of cosmo-
logical parameters. Similarly, some standard parametrizations are used for describing the
modification from GR in the scalar perturbation sector, in order to compare with structure
formation and weak lensing, see e.g. [49, 50]. Here we are interested in tensor perturbations,
where the effect is encoded in the non-trivial function d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z). Again, rather than
trying to reconstruct this whole function from the data, it is more convenient to look for a
simple parametrization that catches the main features of a large class of models in terms of
a small number of parameters. We shall adopt the 2-parameter parameterization proposed
in Ref. [16],
Ξ(z) ≡ d
gw
L (z)
d emL (z)
= Ξ0 +
1− Ξ0
(1 + z)n
, (2.31)
which depends on the parameters Ξ0 and n, both taken to be positive. In terms of the scale
factor a = 1/(1 + z) corresponding to the redshift of the source,
d gwL (a)
d emL (a)
= Ξ0 + a
n(1− Ξ0) . (2.32)
4At low-z, an alternative way to test an anomalous GW speed at LISA frequencies, cT (kLISA) 6= c, is
to measure the phase lag between GW and EM signals of continuous sources such as the LISA verification
binaries. This test can constrain the graviton mass [42, 43] as well as the propagation speed [44, 45].
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The value Ξ0 = 1 corresponds to GR. This parameterization is designed to smoothly inter-
polate between a unit value
Ξ(z  1) = 1 , (2.33)
at small redshifts – where cumulative effects of modified gravity wave propagation have not
sufficient time to accumulate differences with respect to GR, see eq. (2.14) – to a constant
value Ξ0
Ξ(z  1) = Ξ0 , (2.34)
at large redshift. Indeed, in the large redshift regime we expect that the effects of modified
gravity “turn-off” and |δ(z  1)|  1, since modified gravity should mainly affect late-
time evolution (also for ensuring compatibility with CMB observations), in which case the
quantity Ξ(z) approaches a constant. This parametrization was originally proposed in [16],
inspired by the fact that it fits extremely well the prediction for Ξ(z) obtained from a nonlocal
modification of gravity (see section 3.2 and ref. [51] for review), but it was then realized that
its features are very general, so that it is expected to fit the predictions from a large class of
models. Indeed, in section 3 we will compare this fitting formula to the explicit predictions
of several modified gravity models, and confirm that it is appropriate in many situations.5
For theories for which eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) hold (see the discussion in section 2.2.2),
from eq. (2.31) we can obtain a corresponding parametrization for the time variation of the
effective Planck mass or of the effective Newton constant,
Meff(z) = MPl Ξ
−1(z) , (2.35)
Geff(z) = G Ξ
2(z) . (2.36)
Furthermore, from eq. (2.14), we have
δ(z) = − d ln Ξ(z)
d ln(1 + z)
=
n (1− Ξ0)
1− Ξ0 + Ξ0(1 + z)n . (2.37)
In this parametrization the quantity δ(z) indeed goes to zero at large redshifts, as desired: at
early times gravity propagates as in GR. At late times, instead, δ(z  1) = n (1−Ξ0). Fig. 1
shows Ξ(z), δ(z), Meff(z)/Meff(0) and Geff(z)/Geff(0) as function of the redshift, setting for
definiteness n = 2.5 and Ξ0 = 0.97.
It should also be observed that the parametrization (2.31) of d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z) is more
robust than the corresponding parametrization (2.37) of δ(z). Indeed, even if δ(z) should
have some non-trivial features as a function of redshift, such as a peak, still these features
will be smoothed out by the integral in eq. (2.14). Since anyhow d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z) must go to
5Recently, an analysis of modified GW propagation for ground-based advanced detectors, including ET,
has been presented in [52]. That work uses a parametrization for modified GW propagation which corresponds
to setting the function δ(z) in eq. (2.14) to a constant value. As discussed in [16], this is a special case of the
parametrization (2.31), with Ξ0 = 0 and n = δ. As we will see in section 3, typical models actually predict
variation of Ξ0 of only a few percent from the GR value Ξ0 = 1. In any case, the conclusion of [52] that
modified GW propagation can be tested at the 1% level at future ground-based detectors such as ET broadly
agrees with the finding in [16]. Ref. [53] recently studied the bound on modified GW propagation from the
single event GW170817. Again, the parametrization of modified GW propagation is different, with δ(z) taken
to be proportional to ΩDE(z), but the results are consistent with those presented earlier in [16], where the
limit from GW170817 was also computed.
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Figure 1. Plots of the quantities Ξ(z), δ(z), Meff(z)/MPl and Geff(z)/G as function of the redshift.
Here we choose the values n = 2.5, Ξ0 = 0.97, corresponding to one of the models discussed in
section 3.2.
one as z → 0 and we expect that in most models it will go asymptotically to a constant at
large z, in general the fit (2.31) to d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z) will work reasonably well even in cases
where the corresponding fit (2.37) is not too good. We will see an explicit example of this
behavior in section 3.1.2. Since, for standard sirens, the observable quantity is d gwL (z), rather
than the function δ(z) itself, this means that the parametrization (2.31) is quite robust for
observational purposes.
Of course, in general, over a large interval of redshifts the simple parametrization (2.31)
might no longer be accurate, and in particular the same index n might not fit well the whole
range of redshifts of interest. An extreme case are the bigravity theories that we shall discuss
in section 3.3, where the effects of graviton oscillations lead to peculiar behaviors for the GW
luminosity distance as a function of redshift, see e.g. Fig. 9. Similarly to what is usually done
for the parametrization of the DE equation of state, one could further improve the accuracy
of the parametrization (2.31) by fixing n at a pivot redshift zp where the observational errors
are the lowest,
n(zp) =
ln(1− Ξ0)− ln [Ξ(zp)− Ξ0]
ln(1 + zp)
. (2.38)
Another possibility is to specify the slope of the evolution of Ξ(z) at z = 0, i.e.,
n ≡ n(0) = δ(0)
1− Ξ0 . (2.39)
However, in considering LISA standard sirens at sufficiently large redshift, where Ξ(z) ap-
proaches its asymptotic value, the precise value of n will be of limited importance, and the
crucial parameter in the parametrization (2.31) will rather be Ξ0.
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An alternative parametrization where d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z) differs from unit by O(zm) at
small redshifts, rather than by O(z), can be obtained by modifying (2.31) into
Ξ(z) = Ξ0 +
1− Ξ0
1 + zm
. (2.40)
In the low-z limit, the expression on the right-hand side approaches 1 + (Ξ0− 1)zm, and still
goes to Ξ0 at large z. We will discuss in sections 3.1.2 and 3.4 examples of models where
a 1 +O(zm) behavior could emerge, as well as other possible parametrizations of this type.
Note however that, for a model in which at low redshift Ξ(z) = 1 +O(zm), a two-parameter
parametrization might not be adequate, since it would connect the index m that determines
the behavior at z  1 to the index describing the decrease at large z, that in general will
be given by a different power. Thus, in these cases, it might be necessary to rather use a
three-parameter expression such as
Ξ(z) = Ξ0 +
1− Ξ0
(1 + zm)n
, (2.41)
which is obtained by replacing z → zm in eq. (2.31). In the low-z limit it approaches
1 + n(Ξ0 − 1)zm, while at large z it approaches Ξ0 with a different power-like behavior.
To conclude this section, let us emphasize the importance of modified GW propagation,
as encoded for instance in the parameters (Ξ0, n) defined by eq. (2.31), for studies of dark
energy and modified gravity at advanced GW detectors. This stems from two important
considerations:
1. We have seen that, in general, a modified gravity model induces deviations from ΛCDM
at the background level (through the DE equation of state), in the scalar perturbation
sector, and in the tensor perturbation sector. Concerning the background modifications,
as encoded for instance in the (w0, wa) parameters, several studies [16, 27, 28, 35] have
shown that the accuracy that LISA, or third-generation ground-based interferometers
such as the Einstein Telescope, could reach on w0 is not really better than the measure-
ment, at the level of a few percent, that we already have from Planck in combination
with other cosmological probes such as Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) and Super-
novae (SNe). Our analysis in section 5 will indeed confirm these findings. In contrast,
d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z) is an observable that is only accessible thanks to GW observations.
2. On top of this, it was realized in [15, 16] that, in a generic modified gravity theory,
in which the deviation of d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z) from 1 is of the same order as the devia-
tion of wDE(z) from −1, the effect of d gwL (z)/d emL (z) on standard sirens dominates
over the effect of wDE(z). This can be understood from the explicit expression of the
standard (“electromagnetic”) luminosity distance given in eqs. (2.2) and (2.3). From
this expression one might think, naively, that if one changes the equation of state of
DE by, say, 10%, this will induce a corresponding relative variation of dL again of or-
der 10%. However, this is not true because the cosmological parameters, such as H0
and ΩM , that enters in eq. (2.3), are not fixed, but must themselves be determined
self-consistently within the model, by comparing with cosmological observations and
performing Bayesian parameter estimation, and their best-fit values change if we mod-
ify the DE content of the model. The fit to cosmological data basically amounts to
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requiring that the model reproduces some fixed distance indicators at large redshifts,
such as the scale determined by the peaks of the CMB or that from the BAO. Thus,
Bayesian parameter estimation has a compensating effect, changing the luminosity dis-
tance in a direction opposite to that induced by a change in ρDE(z), in such a way to
keep as small as possible the variation of d emL (z) at large redshifts. Thus, after perform-
ing Bayesian parameter estimation, a relative change in wDE by, say, 10%, would only
induce a relative change of order, say, 1% in dL(z). In contrast, modified GW propa-
gation is an extra effect, that is not compensated by degeneracies with other (fitted)
cosmological parameters, and therefore dominates over the effect of wDE.
This physical argument has been confirmed with an explicit MCMC study for the
Einstein Telescope in [16] where it was found that, assuming 103 standard sirens with
an electromagnetic counterpart, ET, in combination with other cosmological probes,
could measure w0 with a precision of 3.2% and Ξ0 with a precision 0.8%. In this paper
we will see, from the explicit MCMC study in section 5, that the same pattern holds
for LISA, and, using standard sirens in combination with other cosmological probes,
Ξ0 can be measured with a significantly better accuracy than w0.
Therefore Ξ0, or more generally modified GW propagation, is a prime observable for
dark energy studies with advanced GW detectors.
3 Models of modified gravity
In this section we discuss the prediction for the ratio d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z) in various scenarios.
We will see that modified GW propagation is a generic phenomenon in modified gravity
theories, and we will assess how well the parameterization (2.31) describes the predictions of
various models. We examine scalar-tensor theories, non-local models, bigravity and theories
with extra dimensions. In our discussion we shall make the simplifying hypothesis that
modified gravity affects the propagation, and not the production, of GWs. This is a delicate
assumption: on the other hand it is known to hold in specific, interesting examples. For the
cubic Galileon model, a scalar-tensor theory of gravity equipped with a Vainshtein screening
mechanism (see section 3.1), [54] shown that scalar contributions to GW radiation from
merging binaries is very suppressed. Also for the non-local RT model discussed in section
3.2, any effect of modified gravity is expected to be negligible at the (cosmologically) small
scales characterizing astrophysical merging events. Moreover, even for systems where our
assumption is not strictly valid, we can expect that modified gravity effects occurring when
GWs are produced do not influence the redshift dependence of the ratio d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z),
and might be readsorbed into appropriate rescalings of (redshift-independent) parameters
entering into the expression for the GW luminosity distance.
3.1 Scalar-tensor theories of gravity
The class of scalar-tensor theories of gravity includes some of the best-studied alternatives to
GR aimed at explaining late-time cosmic acceleration. Besides a massless spin-2 mode, these
theories contain a scalar degree of freedom whose dynamics play an important role for the
evolution of the universe. Scalar-tensor theories include the simplest systems that exhibit
the following, cosmologically relevant, phenomena:
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1. self-acceleration; it can explain the present day acceleration of the universe without
the need to invoke a small positive cosmological constant. See [55] for a comprehensive
review.
2. screening mechanisms; these avoid fifth-force constraints associated with long-range
scalar forces by suppressing the effect of the scalar sector on matter at smaller scales.
Depending on which screening mechanism is in play, the corresponding suppression
relies on specific features of the scalar action and/or its couplings. See [56, 57] for
reviews.
In theories where the scalar acquires a non-trivial profile and is non-minimally coupled
to gravity, the dynamics of the tensor modes is naturally affected: this may lead to deviations
from GR. The physics of GW propagation is a particularly clean probe of modified gravity, the
reason being that the tensor sector is typically the one less affected by screening mechanisms.
In terms of the evolution equation (1.2), we can expect that scalar-tensor systems lead to a
cosmological expansion history different from ΛCDM, and the gravitational wave equation
(1.2) can have δ 6= 0, and cT 6= 1. On the other hand, mT = 0 and Πij = 0. We examine
some aspects of the evolution of tensor modes over cosmological distances in these systems,
first by briefly reviewing known results from the perspective of GW physics, then by delivering
new predictions for recent degenerate scalar-tensor theories. In light of the GW170817 event,
we focus on the case where cT = 1.
3.1.1 Horndeski theories of gravity
The most well-known scalar-tensor theories of gravity (Brans–Dicke, f(R), covariant Galileon
models) belong to the wide class of Horndeski theories, the most general covariant scalar-
tensor theories of gravity leading to second-order equations of motion (see e.g. [58] for a
recent review). They are described by the action [59–61]
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
5∑
i=2
Li + Lm(gµν , ψm)
]
(3.1)
with the Lagrangian densities
L2 = G2(φ,X) , (3.2)
L3 = G3(φ,X)2φ , (3.3)
L4 = G4(φ,X)R− 2G4X(φ,X)
[
(2φ)2 − (∇µ∇νφ)2
]
, (3.4)
L5 = G5(φ,X)Gµν∇µ∇νφ+ 1
3
G5X(φ,X)
[
(2φ)3 − 32φ(∇µ∇νφ)2 + 2(∇µ∇νφ)3
]
, (3.5)
where X ≡ ∂µφ∂µφ; φ is the scalar; R and Gµν denote the Ricci scalar and Einstein tensor
of the Jordan frame metric gµν ; and the matter fields ψm in Lm are minimally coupled with
gravity. The Gi are arbitrary functions of φ, X, and with GiX we denote derivatives along
X. For convenience, we have set the Planck mass MPl and the speed of light in vacuum to
unity.
In these theories, due to the non-minimal couplings between gravity and the scalar φ,
tensor fluctuations typically propagate with a speed different from light, unless the functions
Gi satisfy some constraints. To ensure cT = 1, we require that [45, 62, 63]
G4X ' 0 , G5 ' const. , (3.6)
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where, without loss of generality, G5 can be set to zero as should be clear after performing
an integration by parts (see also refs. [7–10, 64] for discussions on fine-tuned solutions, and
[65] for further aspects of GW propagation in Horndeski theories of gravity). It follows that
Eq. (3.1) can no longer provide an observationally viable acceleration by means of G4, G5
[6, 66]. The function G4(φ) is associated with the effective Planck mass, G4 = M
2
eff/2. As a
result, there can be interesting cosmological models where G4(φ) depends on time, something
that can be tested with GW observations. In this set-up, δ is related to the effective Planck
mass according to eq. (1.3) (see ref. [17]):
αM ≡ −2δ = d lnM
2
eff
d ln a
, (3.7)
as follows from the discussion in section 2.2.2. In this section we use the notation αM [67],
usually employed in analyzing scalar-tensor systems. The use of GW standard sirens in order
to test the time evolution of G4 was already proposed in Ref. [13] and a preliminary forecast
at the level |M2eff(z = 0) − 1| . 3.5 × 10−3 was estimated in Ref. [6] by adapting forecasts
on the accuracy that LISA can reach on H0. We specify the mapping between a range of
Horndeski models and the parametrisation in Eq. (2.31), which will enable us to interpret
the constraints on Ξ0 and n for given values of the model parameters. The mapping for
Horndeski scalar-tensor theories can be generally performed6 by specifying M2(0) and αM0
according to
Ξ0 = lim
z→∞
Meff(0)
Meff(z)
, (3.8)
n ' αM0
2(Ξ0 − 1) . (3.9)
This overall “dictionary” is summarised in Table 1. Note that we assume the constraint
|Ξ0 − 1|  1 (and n ∼ 1) and that all models recover Meff(z →∞) = MPl, hence, Ξ0 = M0,
and we set MPl ≡ 1 for convenience. In Fig. 2 we illustrate the performance of the fit provided
by the parametrisation (2.31), with the values of Ξ0 and n given in eqs. (3.8) and (3.9), for
two examples embedded in the Horndeski action. We see that the parametrization (2.31)
works well.
The first model we shall inspect is f(R) gravity [73], where the Einstein-Hilbert action
is generalised by R → R + f(R). It can be mapped onto the action (3.1) by defining the
scalar field 2G4(φ) ≡ φ ≡ 1 + fR with fR ≡ df/dR and G2 ≡ −U(φ) ≡ 12 [f(R) − fRR].
Hence, one finds
Ξ0 = M0 = (1 + fR0)
1/2 ' 1 + 1
2
fR0 , (3.10)
[where fR0 ≡ (fR)0 is the present value of fR] as well as
n '
(
f ′R
fR
)
0
. (3.11)
Adopting the particular functional form for f proposed by Hu and Sawicki (HS) [68]
f(R) ' −2Λ− fR0R¯
n˜+1
0
n˜Rn˜
, (3.12)
6 Note that one may have to specify M2(z →∞) whenever it does not reduce to M2Pl at early times. The
early time matching is usually necessary for the purpose of recovering GR. In the complementary late-time
regime, matching may be due to screening effects in the laboratory at z = 0.
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Model Ξ0 − 1 n Refs.
HS f(R) gravity 12fR0
3(n˜+1)Ωm
4−3Ωm [68]
Designer f(R) gravity −0.24Ω0.76m B0 3.1Ω0.24m [69]
Jordan–Brans–Dicke 12δφ0
3(n˜+1)Ωm
4−3Ωm [70]
Galileon cosmology βφ02MPl
φ˙0
H0φ
[71]
αM = αM0a
n˜ αM0
2n˜ n˜ [67]
αM = αM0
ΩΛ(a)
ΩΛ
−αM06ΩΛ ln Ωm −
3ΩΛ
ln Ωm
[67, 72]
Ω = 1 + Ω+a
n˜ 1
2Ω+ n˜ [6]
Minimal self-acceleration λ
(
ln aacc +
C
2 χacc
) C/H0−2
ln a2acc−Cχacc [66]
Table 1. Mapping of the parametrisation in Eq. (2.31) to a number of frequently studied, rep-
resentative modified gravity models embedded in the Horndeski action (3.1) with luminal speed of
gravitational waves. For simplicity, we have employed the approximations αM0  1 (and n ∼ 1).
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Figure 2. Luminosity distance ratios for designer f(R) gravity (left panel) and a power-law mod-
ification in αM (right panel). We adopt B0 = 0.34, 0.22, 0.11 (bottom to top) and αM0 = 0.01 with
n˜ = 1, 2, 3 (top to bottom). Solid and dashed curves illustrate the model predictions and the corre-
sponding parametrisation (2.31), respectively. The deviations of the parameter Ξ0 from the GR value
of unity are of the order of percent for these scenarios.
one obtains
n ' 3(n˜+ 1)Ωm
(4− 3Ωm) . (3.13)
These relations remain unchanged in a straightforward generalisation of the HS f(R) model
to Jordan-Brans–Dicke gravity [70] with appropriate scalar field potential U(φ) (see, e.g.,
Refs. [74, 75]). In that case G4 ≡ φ/2 and G2 = −U + Xω(φ)/φ, where ω(φ) is the Brans–
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Figure 3. Plot of the luminosity distance ratio for a coupled Galileon gravity model, which saturates
at low redshift; obtained with hi class [77]. For sufficiently large values of β, the deviations of the
parameter Ξ0 from the GR value can be of order 5 percent.
Dicke function, and ω = 0 reduces to the HS f(R) case. We furthermore define φ ≡ 1 + δφ.
Alternatively to the HS f(R) function, one may, for instance, also consider the designer
f(R) model [69] that exactly reproduces the standard cosmological expansion history. It
can be parametrised by the Compton wavelength parameter B0 ≡ [(H/H ′)f ′R/(1 + fR)]|0.
For simplicity, we make use of the approximation B0 ' −2.1Ω−0.76m fR0 [76] to derive the
expressions in Table 1 (also see Fig. 2).
Next we consider a cubic Galileon model conformally coupled to the Ricci scalar. The
model is defined by the following choice of the Horndeski functions
G4 =
1
2
M2Pl exp (βφ/MPl) , G3 = −
c3
MPlH
2
0
X , G2 = −c2
2
X , (3.14)
where β regulates the strength of the coupling, with the uncoupled case in the limit β = 0.
The coefficients c2, c3 are dimensionless, and fixed by the scalar field normalization and the
value of Galileon energy fraction Ωgal (see refs. [78, 79] for details). For consistency with
expansion probes we consider models where the Galileon is a sub-dominant contribution to
the energy density Ωgal = 0.05, with ΩΛ = 1 − ΩM − Ωgal. The initial condition for the
scalar field is φ(tini) = 0 to ensure that M
2
eff ≈ 1 at early times, and the initial value of the
field derivative φ˙(tini) is fixed by the tracker solution. This leads to a unique solution for φ0.
Together with given Ωgal, it fixes φ˙0. It is then straightforward to express Ξ0 and n in terms
of φ and its derivative today. We have Ξ0 = exp
(
βφ0
2MPl
)
' 1 + βφ02MPl from which n = H
−1
0
φ˙0
φ0
using Eq. (3.9). The coupling β 6= 0 introduces a non-zero value of αM and modifies the
ratio of the luminosity distances, as shown in Figure 3. This is a minimal Galileon model
that modifies the luminosity distance while remaining compatible with the GW speed.
Due to the wealth of models that can be realised with action (3.1), instead of studying
specific models one may adopt a phenomenological parametrisation for the time evolution
of G4. Common options include a power law for αM in terms of the scale factor a or,
motivated by a connection to dark energy, a proportionality to the fractional dark energy
density ΩΛ(a) ≡ 8piGΛ/(3H2) as well as a generalisation of that to an evolving effective dark
energy contribution [72]. For the power law αM = αM0a
n˜, one findsM(z) = exp[αM0a
n˜/(2n˜)]
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and Ξ0 = e
αM0/(2n˜) ' 1 + αM0/(2n˜) as well as n ' n˜ (see Fig. 2). Similarly one may also
consider a power law for the evolution of the Planck mass instead. For instance, for the
EFT function Ω = 1 + Ω+a
n˜, corresponding to Ω = M2 for cT = 1, one immediately finds
that Ξ0 = M0 ' 1 + 12Ω+ and n ' n˜. Adopting n˜ = 4, a constraint of |Ω+| < 1.4 × 10−2
was inferred from LISA forecasts in Ref. [6], where for cosmic acceleration to be attributed
to a running Ω, one requires Ω+ . −0.1. For a scaling of the time evolution as αM =
αM0ΩΛ(a)/ΩΛ = αM0H
2
0/H
2, one obtains M2 = M20 (a
3H2/H20 )
αM0/(3ΩΛ) with Ξ0 = M0 =
Ω
−αM0/(6ΩΛ)
m ' 1− αM0/(6ΩΛ) ln Ωm such that M2 = Ω−αM0/(3ΩΛ)m and n ' −3ΩΛ/ ln Ωm.
Finally, to more directly address the question whether a time evolution of G4 can be
made responsible for cosmic acceleration at late times, one can formulate the minimal evo-
lution of the Planck mass required to produce a positive accelerated expansion without the
contribution of dark energy or a cosmological constant [66]. The approach defines a thresh-
old αM,min = C/(aH)− 2, where C = 2H0aacc
√
3(1− Ωm) and aacc = (Ωm/(1− Ωm)/2]1/3.
This threshold is, however, in 3σ tension with cosmological observations, particularly of cross
correlations of the CMB temperature with foreground galaxies [66]. A simple rescaling of
αM = λαM,min assesses the fraction of cosmic acceleration λ that can be attributed to an
evolving G4. For λ  1, one finds Ξ0 ' (aacc)λeλCχacc/2 ' 1 + λ (ln aacc + Cχacc/2) and
n ' (C/H0 − 2)/(ln a2acc − Cχacc), where χacc denotes the comoving distance at the acceler-
ation scale aacc.
This list is far from being exhaustive of the range of Horndeski models that will be tested
with Standard Sirens, and does in fact provide only a small sample. Rather than expanding
Table 1, however, we shall address next the constraints that can be inferred on theories that
generalise action (3.1) to include higher derivatives in their equations of motion.
3.1.2 DHOST theories of gravity
The Horndeski action is built on the requirement of second order field equations. However,
although sufficient, this requirement is not necessary in order to avoid dangerous Ostrograd-
sky instabilities [80, 81]. This aspect, noticed in [82] using transformations of the metric, led
initially to the so called beyond Horndeski theories [83]. Subsequently, it was realised that
higher order field equations are actually harmless provided that the Lagrangian is degener-
ate [84], i.e. there exists an extra primary constraint that removes the Ostrogradsky mode.
Exploiting this property, Degenerate Higher Order Scalar-Tensor (DHOST) theories (see [85]
for a recent review) have been constructed [86–88] and they represent (so far) the most gen-
eral scalar-tensor theories that propagate a single scalar degree of freedom in addition to the
helicity-2 mode of a massless graviton.
DHOST theories have been classified up to cubic order in second derivatives of the scalar
field, and are divided in 41 classes whose general Lagrangian reads [88]
S[g, φ] =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
f2R+ C
µνρσ
(2) φµν φρσ + f3Gµνφ
µν + Cµνρσαβ(3) φµν φρσ φαβ
)
,(3.15)
where the functions f2 and f3 depend only on φ and X ≡ ∇µφ∇µφ and the tensors C(2) and
C(3) are the most general tensors constructed with the metric gµν and the first derivative
of the scalar field φµ ≡ ∇µφ. Not all the 41 classes are healthy and many of them feature
pathologies such as the absence of tensor modes or gradient instabilities at linear order
[89, 90].
Among the healthy classes a further restriction can be imposed if we require that tensor
modes propagate with velocity cT = 1 on cosmological background. The resulting DHOST
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theory is
S[g, φ]cT=1 =
∫
d4x
√−g [f2R+A3(2φ)φµφµνφν +A4φµφµρφρνφν +A5(φµφµνφν)2] ,
(3.16)
where A3,4,5 are functions of φ and X, and the following relations have to be imposed to
satisfy the degeneracy conditions that remove the Ostrogradsky ghost
A4 = − 1
8f2
[
8A3f2 − 48 (f2X )2 − 8A3f2XX +A23X2
]
, A5 =
A3
2f2
(4f2X +A3X) . (3.17)
Notice that we can add a K-essence and a cubic Horndeski term to the above action (3.16),
i.e. K(φ,X) +G3(φ,X)2φ, without altering the degeneracy conditions, to obtain the most
general scalar-tensor theory with cT = 1. Horndeski theories discussed in the previous
subsection are a special subclass of (3.16) given by A3,4,5 = f2X = 0.
In order to concretely study the time dependence of the effective tensor Planck mass
Meff within DHOST theories, let us focus on a specific model that admits a tracker solution
evolving toward a de Sitter fixed point responsible for the present time cosmic acceleration [91]
(see also [92]):
K = c2X, G3 =
c3
Λ33
X, f2 =
M2Pl
2
+
c4
Λ63
X2, A3 = −8c4
Λ63
− β
Λ63
, (3.18)
where MPl is the Planck mass, c2, c3, c4, β are free constants and Λ3 is a strong coupling scale.
The tracker solution is characterised by the property that φ˙ = ξ/H (ξ = const.) during both
matter domination and the dS phase, each era with its own value of ξ. If β = 0 in (3.18),
which corresponds to the case of beyond Horndeski theories [83], one recovers a unique value
for ξ throughout the evolution of the universe [93]7. Tracker solutions are important because
they allow to constrain the model parameters independently of initial conditions (see [95] for
other tracker and scaling solutions in DHOST theories).
Working with dimensionless quantities, for this model we have
M2eff = 2f2 = 1 + 2c4X
2 , (3.19)
and therefore the ratio between the luminosity distances, see eq (2.17), reads
Ξ(z) =
dgwL (z)
demL (z)
=
√
1 + 2c4X2(z = 0)
1 + 2c4X2(z)
, (3.20)
and the function δ(z) in equation (1.2) is given by
δ(z) = − 1
H
4c4φ˙
3φ¨
1 + 2c4φ˙4
. (3.21)
Thus, the GW luminosity distance is controlled by the dynamics of the scalar field and of
the scale factor over the tracker solution.
7We do not consider this case here since it is excluded from the constraint derived in [94] to avoid decay
of GWs into Dark Energy. This constraint gives A3 = 0 and therefore β = −8c4. As a consequence, β = 0
would imply also c4 = 0 and the model would simply reduce to GR + K-essence + cubic Galileon, falling in
the class of scenarios we discussed in the previous subsection.
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Figure 4. The ratio Ξ(z) of the GW and EM luminosity distance (left panel), and the function
δ(z) (right panel). The red (dashed) line is the best fit up to z = 5 for the vanilla parametrization
(2.31) with the best-fit values Ξ0 ≈ 1.025 and n ≈ 2.174, obtained through a nonlinear fit of the
theoretical points with the parametrization curve(s) with the least squares method. In representing
the theoretical (blue thick) DHOST curve, we have chosen the values c2 = 3, c3 = 5, c4 = 1, β = −5.3
and rescaled units so that MPl = 1 = Λ3, as in [91]. Hence, in this set-up, the deviations of Ξ0 from
the GR value can be of order of percent level.
In Fig. 4 we show the numerical solution for the two quantities above, eqs (3.20) and
(3.21), and the corresponding fit with the phenomenological parametrizations (2.31) and
(2.37). In agreement with the discussion in Section 2.2.4 we see that, even if in this case
the fit to δ(z) obtained from eq. (2.37) is quite poor, and misses the presence of a local
minimum, still the fit to the directly observed quantity d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z) provided by eq. (2.31)
is qualitatively acceptable, and catches well the overall properties of the redshift dependent
profile for d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z). As a general feature, the ratio of the luminosity distances reaches
a plateau in the matter dominated era where the deviation with respect to GR vanishes;
instead the function δ(z) features a local minimum and then goes to zero at large redshifts
and in the future time where the universe reaches the de Sitter phase. In order to perform
a proper fit with the parametrisation (2.31), a precise determination of the time today t0
is required by fitting cosmological parameters. Indeed, it is easy to realise that a change
in t0 can shift the local minimum at smaller or negative redshifts in order to get a better
agreement with (2.31). A similar determination is beyond the scope of this work and the
results presented here should only be seen as indicative of possible behaviors of dgwL (z)/d
em
L (z)
and δ(z) for self-accelerating cosmologies in DHOST theories.
Additional parameterisations
For these cosmologies, at the de Sitter fixed point we have δ = 0 and therefore, in order
to improve the fit, one can modify the parametrization (2.31) to get δ(z  1) ∼ 0 via the
addition of some extra terms (with no new parameters) to eq (2.37). A possible choice is
δ(z) =
n (1− Ξ0)
1− Ξ0 + Ξ0(1 + z)n +
n (1− Ξ0)
(1 + z)n
− 2n (1− Ξ0)
(1 + z)2n
, (3.22)
which has the desired asymptotic values at large and small redshift. By reverse engineering
integrating eq. (2.37), we can analytically reconstruct a profile for Ξ(z) as
Ξ(z) = e
−(1−Ξ0)[1−(1+z)n]
(1+z)2n
[
Ξ0 + (1− Ξ0)(1 + z)−n
]
, (3.23)
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Figure 5. The ratio Ξ(z) of the GW and EM luminosity distance (left panel), and the function δ(z)
(right panel). The blue thick curve is the theoretical profile of the DHOST model with parameters
chosen as in Fig. 4. The other curves are the vanilla parametrization (2.31) (dashed red, Ξ0 ≈ 1.025,
n ≈ 2.174), the polynomial-exponential parametrization (3.23) (dot-dashed green, Ξ0 ≈ 1.025, n ≈
3.156) and the exponential parametrization (3.24) (thin black, Ξ0 ≈ 1.025, n ≈ 1.322). The parameter
values are those of the best fits of Ξ(z) up to z = 5.
which introduces an overall exponential factor to the parametrization (2.31). This profile
maintains the same number of free parameters as (2.31) but with the disadvantage of being
more complicated. Another alternative parametrization is
Ξ(z) = Ξ0 + (1− Ξ0) e−zn , (3.24)
δ(z) =
n(1− Ξ0)(1 + z) zn−1
1 + Ξ0(ez
n − 1) . (3.25)
Both the polynomial-exponential parametrization (3.23) and the exponential parametrization
(3.24) obey the asymptotic relations (2.33) and (2.34). The three parametrizations are shown
in Fig. 5.
To compare the three proposals (2.31), (3.23) and (3.24) and to quantify which fits the
theoretical curve Ξ(z) “better”, we perform a simple Bayesian model selection, calculating
the Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) [96] or the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [97] for
the best fits and treating the theoretical curve as data. Our best fits are obtained through
a nonlinear fit of the theoretical points with the parametrization curve(s) with the least
squares method. Although differences in parametrizations are not especially relevant for LISA
standard sirens at high redshifts (e.g., MBH mergers) due to the large error bars, the issue
of model reconstruction and the use of Information Criteria may be useful when considering
low-z standard sirens (for instance, stellar-mass black holes), or if one uses parametrizations
with a different number of free parameters.
The parametrization with smaller BIC or AIC is to be preferred. In the present case,
the difference ∆ := |(IC model 1) − (IC model 2)| is the same for the BIC and the AIC,
since the number of data points and the number of free parameters are exactly the same
for all parametrizations. According to the classification of [98, 99], one finds weak evidence
if ∆ < 2, positive evidence if 2 6 ∆ < 6, strong evidence if 6 6 ∆ < 10, and very strong
evidence if ∆ > 10. A different number of data points can give rise to different orderings in
this triple comparison, a fact to keep in mind when using real data. We make it clear that
we are comparing parametrizations with a theoretical curve, which may give different results
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Figure 6. The ratio Ξ(z) of the GW and EM luminosity distance (left panel), and the function δ(z)
(right panel). The blue thick curve is the theoretical profile of the DHOST model with parameters
chosen as in Fig. 4. The other curves are the vanilla parametrization (2.31) (dashed red, Ξ0 ≈ 4.872,
n ≈ 0.007), the polynomial-exponential parametrization (3.23) (dot-dashed green, Ξ0 ≈ 1.027, n ≈
2.592) and the exponential parametrization (3.24) (thin black, Ξ0 ≈ 1.032, n ≈ 1.206). The parameter
values are those of the best fits of Ξ(z) up to z = 0.8.
with respect to when one would use a sparse set of data points, as it will be the case for
standard sirens.
Having said that, with very strong evidence (∆ 10) we find that fitting the Ξ(z) data
up to z = 5, the polynomial-exponential parametrization (3.23) is preferred over the vanilla
parametrization (2.31), which in turn is preferred over the exponential parametrization (3.24).
We represent this situation as POL>VAN>EXP. Fitting Ξ(z) data up to z = 0.8, the ordering
changes as EXP>POL>VAN. As one can see from Fig. 6, the exponential parametrization
(3.24) is considerably more accurate.
Notice that one could contemplate to use different parametrizations depending on
whether one wants to fit what we measure directly (the function Ξ(z)) or to reconstruct
the function δ(z) from data. In the second case, if we fit the reconstructed δ(z) up to z = 5,
then EXP>POL>VAN and the exponential parametrization (3.24) is the most economic way
between the three to achieve that goal. Our conclusion is that:
• For Ξ(z), the polynomial-exponential parametrization (3.23) is the second best at small
redshift and the best as a global fit, while for δ(z) it is the second best both at small
redshift and as a global fit.
• For Ξ(z), the exponential parametrization (3.24) is the best at small redshift but the
worst as a global fit, while for δ(z) it is the best both at small redshift and as a global
fit.
While the polynomial-exponential parametrization (3.23) is made ad hoc for DHOST and is
the best global fit for Ξ, the exponential parametrization (3.24) works as a small-z fit for
Ξ not only for DHOST models, but also for models with extra dimensions and models of
quantum gravity, as we will see in section 3.4. Therefore, both parametrizations have their
own advantages and drawbacks.
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3.2 GW propagation in nonlocal infrared modifications of gravity
“Nonlocal infrared modifications of gravity” is a generic denomination for models in which
the fundamental theory is local, according to the standard lore of quantum field theory, but
non-local terms, relevant in the infrared (IR), emerge at some effective level. A situation
where this can happen is when one takes into account quantum fluctuations. In that case,
when in the spectrum there are massless particles (such as the graviton in GR) or, more
generally, particles that are light with respect to the relevant energy scales, the quantum
effective action, which is the quantity whose variation gives the equation of motion of the
vacuum expectation value of the fields, develops nonlocal terms. Terms that involve inverse
powers of the d’Alembertian are particularly interesting for cosmological applications, since
they become important in the IR. The idea that quantum gravity at large distances could
induce cosmological effects is quite old, see e.g. [100], and several hints on non-trivial physics
at large distances emerge for instance from the study of IR effects in de Sitter space [101–108].
However, a first-principle understanding of the IR limit of quantum gravity is a highly non-
trivial task, and it makes sense to begin with a phenomenological approach, where one studies
what sort of nonlocal terms could give a viable and interesting cosmology. In this spirit, a
nonlocal gravity model was proposed by Deser and Woodard (DW) [109, 110] (generalizing
earlier work in [111]), based on the quantum effective action
ΓDW =
m2Pl
2
∫
d4x
√−g [R−Rf(2−1R)] , (3.26)
with f(X) a function chosen so to obtain the desired background evolution [112] (see [113]
for review). In the DW model the nonlocal term involves a dimensionless function f(X).
Another possibility that has been much investigated recently is that the nonlocal term rather
involves a mass scale. An explicit example of a model of this class is provided by the Dvali-
Gabadadze-Porrati (DGP) model [114] that, when projected onto the four-dimensional brane
and linearized around Minkowski space, is equivalent to a nonlocal theory for the fluctuations
hµν whose covariantization, at least to linear order in hµν , reads [115, 116](
1 +
m√−2
)
Gµν = 8piGTµν , (3.27)
where the mass scale m = 2M35 /M
2
4 emerges from a combination of the 5-dimensional and
4-dimensional Planck masses. While DGP is not cosmologically viable on its self-accelerating
branch, several other models with nonlocalities associated to a mass term have been studied
phenomenologically. In particular, a model of this type was proposed in [117] to introduce
the degravitation idea, and is based on the modified Einstein equations(
1− m
2
2
)
Gµν = 8piGTµν , (3.28)
where m is a mass scale associated to the nonlocal operator 2−1. However, a drawback of
eq. (3.28) the energy-momentum tensor is not automatically conserved, since in curved space
[∇µ,2−1] 6= 0 and therefore the Bianchi identity ∇µGµν = 0 no longer ensures ∇µTµν = 0.
On the other hand, a symmetric tensor Sµν can always be decomposed as
Sµν = S
T
µν +
1
2
(∇µSν +∇νSµ) , (3.29)
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Figure 7. Left panel: the ratio d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z) in the RT nonlocal model, as a function of redshift
(blue solid line) and the fit given by eq. (2.31) (magenta dashed line). Right panel: the function δ(z)
(blue solid line) and the fit given by eq. (2.37)
where STµν is the transverse part of Sµν , ∇µSTµν = 0. This decomposition was used in [118]
to modify eq. (3.28) into
Gµν −m2
(
2−1Gµν
)T
= 8piGTµν , (3.30)
where the superscript “T” denotes the extraction of the transverse part from of the tensor(
2−1Gµν
)
, so that energy–momentum conservation becomes automatic. The cosmological
evolution of this model turned out to be unstable, already at the background level, so this
model is not phenomenologically viable. Several variants of this idea have then been explored,
and it has been found that it is quite difficult to build a model that is cosmologically viable.
A rather extensive study of the various possibilities (see [51, 119] for reviews) has finally
pinned down two particularly interesting models. The first, proposed in [120], is a variant
of eq. (3.30) where the 2−1 operator acts on the Ricci scalar rather than on the Einstein
tensor, and is defined by the nonlocal equation of motion
Gµν − m
2
3
(
gµν2
−1R
)T
= 8piGTµν , (3.31)
(where the factor 1/3 is a useful normalization for the mass scale m). We refer to it as the
“RT” model, where R stands for the Ricci scalar and T for the extraction of the transverse
part. The second, proposed in [121], is instead defined in terms of a quantum effective action
ΓRR =
m2Pl
2
∫
d4x
√−g
[
R− m
2
6
R
1
22
R
]
. (3.32)
We refer to it as the “RR” model, after the two occurrences of the Ricci scalar in the nonlocal
term. It turns out that the RT and RR models are related by the fact that the equations of
motion derived from eq. (3.32), when linearized over Minkowski space, are the same as the
linearization of eq. (3.31). However, if one goes beyond linear order, or if one linearizes over
a different background such as FRW, the two models are different.
Detailed studies [51, 120–125] have shown that the RR and the RT models have a
viable cosmological background evolution, with the nonlocal term driving accelerated ex-
pansion; they have stable cosmological perturbations both in the scalar and tensor sector;
tensor perturbations propagate at the speed of light, thus complying with the limit from
GW170817/GRB 170817A; both models fit CMB, BAO, SNe and structure formation data
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at a level statistically equivalent to ΛCDM (with the same number of parameters, since m
replaces Λ). Very recently, however, it has been found in ref. [126] (elaborating on a discus-
sion in [127]) that the RR model is ruled out by the limit on the time variation of Newton’s
constant derived from Lunar Laser Ranging (LLR). This is due to the fact that the RR model
predicts a time-varying effective Newton’s constant Geff(z) on cosmological scales, and does
not have a screening mechanism on short scales. The analysis in [126] then shows that the
same time dependence would appear at the scale of solar system and of the Earth-Moon sys-
tem, and would then violate the LLR bound. The RT model, in contrast, predicts a constant
Geff = G for modes well inside the horizon, and therefore passes the LLR bound. In [126] it
is also shown that a screening mechanism that was proposed for the DW model is actually
incorrect, and that the DW model is also ruled out by the LLR bound. Thus, it appears
that, in this class of nonlocal models, the RT model is the only viable one (see also [128]
for an analysis of LLR constraints that rules out other nonlocal gravity models studied in
the literature). It is quite remarkable that the whole ensemble of conditions that have been
imposed is so strong to single out a single model out of a rather broad class.8
These nonlocal gravity models predict modified GW propagation, showing again that
this phenomenon is completely general in modified gravity. The RR model prediction is
fitted extremely well by the parametrization (2.31), with Ξ0 ' 0.970 and n ' 2.5; indeed,
the prediction of the RR model was the original motivation for introducing this parametriza-
tion [16]. The RT model also predicts a modified GW luminosity distance. The equation for
the tensor perturbations in this model was computed in [124] and has again the form (2.9),
so GWs propagate at the speed of light, with a function δ(z) determined by the background
evolution of some auxiliary field that are introduced to rewrite the model in a local form.
Inserting the expression for the background evolution of these auxiliary fields found from the
numerical integration of the modified Einstein equation, we get the results shown in Fig. 7 for
d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z) and δ(z). In these plots the blue solid line are the predictions of the model,
and the magenta dashed lines are the fit to the parametrization (2.31) for d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z)
[and the corresponding parametrization (2.37) for δ(z)], with the best-fit parameters
Ξ0 ' 0.934 , n ' 2.6 . (3.33)
We see that the parametrization works extremely well, and the model predicts a relatively
large value of Ξ0, which differs from the GR value Ξ0 = 1 by about 6.6%.
It should be observed that, in the RT model, for modes well inside the horizon Geff =
G [130, 131]. Thus, this is an example of a model where there is a modified GW propagation
even if the effective Newton constant, or the effective Planck mass, does not evolve with time,
8Recently, stimulated by the observation in [126], a new variant of the DW model has been proposed in
[129]. This new model solves a part of the problem raised, in the sense that a nonlocal quantity Y used
in its construction indeed changes sign between the static and the cosmological solution, in contrast to the
original variable X = 2−1R, allowing for a screening mechanism based on setting to zero the function f(Y )
that defines the nonlocal model, when Y < 0. However, the rather general analysis in [126, 127] shows that,
for both the RR model and the “old” DW model, once one matches the static solution in the near region to
the cosmological solution at large distances, one finds Xtot(t, r) ' Xstatic(r) +Xcosmo(t). Since Xcosmo(t) < 0
and numerically dominates over Xstatic(r), it follows that Xtot(t, r) < 0 independently of the sign of Xstatic(r)
(which, furthermore, in this case is also negative), and the screening mechanism proposed for the “old” DW
model, based on setting f(X) = 0 for X > 0, cannot be realized. In general, the same could happen in
the new model for the field Y = 2−1(gµν∂µX∂νX), so that Ytot(t, r) ' Ystatic(r) + Ycosmo(t) with Ycosmo(t)
positive and numerically dominating over Ystatic(r). If this is the case, again the model would never be in the
regime Y < 0 where the screening mechanism acts, and would then be ruled out. Further work is then needed
to assess whether this model is indeed viable.
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and hence the relation (2.17) does not hold.
3.3 GW propagation in bigravity
The linearised equations controlling the propagation of gravitational waves over cosmological
distances can contain couplings with additional fields, for example in scenarios with broken
spatial diffeomorphisms or with anisotropic stress. The extra dynamics is typically the result
of a dark energy or a dark matter component. In such cases, the evolution of tensor modes can
be characterised by new phenomena, such as transitions and oscillations between different
states, analogous to neutrino oscillations. One ought to expect that in these scenarios a
minimal parametrization for the GW luminosity distance, as the one discussed so far, is not
sufficient to fully describe the interplay between different fields. A model-specific analysis
is then necessary, and we shall consider one in this subsection. One of the best-developed
frameworks that exhibits these extra effects is bigravity, where a massless spin-2 field couples
to a massive spin-2 particle in a specifically devised fashion so as to avoid exciting ghostly
(i.e. unstable) degrees of freedom. We henceforth concentrate on this theory but stress here
that alternative scenarios exist (e.g. dark energy models with vector fields breaking space
diffeomorphisms [132, 133]) with similar phenomenological consequences for the propagation
of gravitational waves.
A consistent theory of bigravity, free of Ostrogradsky instabilities at the fully non-
linear level, has been proposed by Hassan and Rosen (HR) [134], adding an Einstein-Hilbert
term for the reference metric of the so-called dRGT theory of massive gravity [135] (see
[136–138] for reviews). Bigravity admits FRW cosmological solutions describing late-time
acceleration that differ from ΛCDM at the level of the background as well as for the dynamics
of cosmological fluctuations [139–150]. In this section we study the evolution of tensor modes
around homogeneous FRW configurations, developing techniques that will allow us to go
beyond existing literature. We will be specifically concerned with GWs propagation (as
opposed to generation) and will therefore be allowed to neglect the non-linearities crucial in
the strong-gravity GWs generation regime (see e.g. [54] for a recent analysis). Our analysis
is focussed on the traceless symmetric part of the two tensor sectors: it will not include
the scalar and the (typically decaying) vector degrees of freedom. For other works on GW
propagation in bigravity, see for example [151–155].
We are going to address the question of how the coupling between different modes can
affect the graviton propagation in a regime outside a late time de Sitter era, which is the one
usually considered when studying oscillation effects in bigravity [156, 157]. This question is
particularly relevant for the purposes of this work, since GWs emitted from LISA standard
sirens at large redshift can probe phases of cosmological expansion that are not captured by
a pure de Sitter space approximation. We provide in Appendix B.1 a brief review of bigravity
theory, as well as the equations governing the homogeneous background evolution. Tensor
fluctuations h
(1, 2)
ij are defined around two FRW line elements, associated to each one of the
metrics involved:
ds2 = a2(τ)
(−dτ2 + d~x2) , (3.34)
ds˜2 = ω2(τ)
(−c2(τ) dτ2 + d~x2) , (3.35)
where c(τ) is the speed of the second tensor fluctuation. In what follows the ratio of scale
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factors is denoted by
ξ(τ) =
ω(τ)
a(τ)
, (3.36)
while H = a′/a is the Hubble parameter corresponding to the first metric. The evolution of
the tensor perturbations in bigravity is described by a coupled system of linearised equations
for the two tensor modes h1 and h2 [142][
d2
dτ2
+
(
2H 0
0 2
(
H+ ξ′ξ
)
− c′c
)
d
dτ
+
(
1 0
0 c2
)
k2 +m2a2f1
(
1 −1
− c
κξ2
c
κξ2
)](
h1
h2
)
= 0 , (3.37)
where we have dropped the tensorial indices since the propagation is the same for each
transverse-traceless polarisation. The constant κ controls the relative size of the strength of
gravitational interactions in the two sectors, while m sets the scale of the bare graviton mass.
The quantity f1(τ) is a cubic function in ξ(τ) that depends on the bigravity parameters ai:
f1(τ) = 2 ξ
2(τ) [3 a3 c(τ) ξ(τ) + a2 (c(τ) + 1)] + a1 ξ(τ) . (3.38)
The time-dependent coefficients in (3.37) are controlled by the background solutions. We
will consider the branch of solutions where scalar and vector modes are not strongly coupled.
In this branch, the propagation speed of the second tensor h2 is determined by [141]
c(τ)− 1 = 1H(τ)
ξ′(τ)
ξ(τ)
=
d ln ξ
d ln a
, (3.39)
and in what follows we assume that matter only couples with the tensor perturbation h1.
Equation (3.37) implies that the cosmological propagation of GWs in bigravity is character-
ized by three distinctive effects:
(i) the two tensor perturbations h1,2 propagate at different speeds (c 6= 1 if ξ′ 6= 0),
(ii) they have different friction terms,
(iii) they mix due to the non-diagonal mass matrix.
In general, given the time dependence of the parameters in (3.37), the propagation of GWs can
not be solved analytically, and the system of two tensor modes cannot be diagonalized. On
the other hand, in our case we can exploit the fact that the frequency of the GW (f ∼ 10−2Hz
in the LISA band) is much larger than the universe expansion rate, H0 ∼ 10−18Hz. Thus,
the time variation of the parameters is small compared to the frequency of the GW and we
can make use of a WKB expansion to obtain approximate analytical solutions for the tensor
dynamics. That said, we nevertheless emphasize that for the range of redshifts probed with
LISA standard sirens, z ∼ 1−5, there is always some time dependence left in the parameters
introduced by the scale factor a(z). This is in contradistinction to LIGO sources at z  1,
for which the approximation a ' 1 can be consistently adopted, as done in previous analysis
[156, 157].
The WKB solution for the system of equations (3.37) is described in Appendix B.2, and
is summarised by the following expression
a(τ)h1(τ) =
[
c1Φ¯1(τ) + c2Eˆ12(τ)Φ¯2(τ)e
i
∫
δθ(τ)dτ
]
ei
∫
θ1(τ)dτ , (3.40)
a(τ)h2(τ) =
[
c1Eˆ21(τ)Φ¯1(τ)e
−i ∫ δθ(τ)dτ + c2Φ¯2(τ)] ei ∫ θ2(τ)dτ . (3.41)
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The quantities θ1,2 and Eˆ correspond respectively to the eigenvalues and to the matrix of
eigenvectors that would diagonalise the system in the approximation in which the param-
eters in eq (3.37) are constant. Φ¯1,2 denote components of a vector controlling the mode
amplitudes. The quantities c1,2 are constant fixed by initial conditions while δθ ≡ θ2 − θ1.
We relegate technical details on these quantities and how to derive eqs. (3.40)–(3.41) to Ap-
pendix B.2. Here we emphasize that the possible mixing between h1 and h2 is controlled by
the non-diagonal elements of the matrix of eigenvectors, i.e. Eˆ12 and Eˆ21. These entries are
non-vanishing whenever the mass matrix in (3.37) is non-diagonal. On the other hand, we
find that the size of the mixing is controlled by the relative difference of the velocities of each
mode. In particular, for the mixing not to be suppressed in the regime of large k, one needs
to require (
c2 − 1) k2 . m2a2 , (3.42)
which follows directly from the analytic expression of Eˆ that can be found in Appendix B.2.
If this inequality is satisfied one can have large mixings among modes with interesting phe-
nomenological consequences, such as graviton oscillations. In Appendix B.2 we show that in
the small mass regime, m ∼ H0, this inequality cannot be satisfied for viable cosmological
scenarios. Hence, for the rest of this Section we focus on a large mass limit m H0. In this
regime ξ is approximately constant and, as a consequence, c ' 1 (recall (3.39)). In particular,
we find
(c2 − 1) . (H2 −H20ΩΛ)/(m2a2) , (3.43)
where ΩΛ is the density of DE. As a consistency check, we see that in the pure de Sitter
limit, the speed is exactly luminal, cdS = 1. The condition to have mode mixing, eq (3.42),
is satisfied for
m4a4 & k2(H2 −H20ΩΛ) . (3.44)
For LISA frequencies this leads to a bound m & 108H0, which improves by a couple of orders
of magnitude the LIGO detectability range m & 1011H0 [157] (recall that H0 ∼ 10−33eV).
We stress here that in the large mass regime the evolution of the universe cannot reproduce
the observed accelerated expansion unless we include an effective cosmological constant term
compensating the large mass in the Friedmann equation (see Appendix B.1). This means
that, by restricting the analysis to the large mass regime, the present work does not fully
probe bigravity: it does not capture the region of parameter space where m ∼ H0, which is
the most propitious for self-acceleration. On the other hand, our analysis can also serve as a
proxy for other scenarios supporting oscillations in the luminosity distance at late time. A
case in point are models with vector gauge fields [132, 133].
We henceforth restrict the analysis to the regime of (3.44) and investigate its phe-
nomenological consequences. It is convenient to define an effective mass mg and a mixing
angle θg:
m2g ≡ m2f1
(
1
κ ξ2
+ 1
)
and θg ≡ tan−1
[√
κ ξ2
]
. (3.45)
Whenever
(
c2 − 1) k2 < m2ga2, one can expand the phases associated to each tensor mode as
θ21 = k
2
(
1 +
(
c2 − 1)κ ξ2
1 + κξ2
)
−H2 +O
( (
c2 − 1)2 k4
m4ga
4
)
, (3.46)
θ22 = k
2
(
1 +
(
c2 − 1)
1 + κξ2
)
+m2ga
2
(
1 +
c2 − 1
2(1 + κξ2)
)
−H2 +O
( (
c2 − 1)2 k4
m4ga
4
)
. (3.47)
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Figure 8. Amplitude of the tensor perturbations h1 and h2 for a GW emitted with frequency
ν
GW
= 5mHz. The left and right panels correspond to different mixing angles for the same mass
mg = 2 · 10−24eV and we have normalised the initial amplitude of h1 to 1. See eq (3.45) for the
definitions of mg and θg.
Analogously, the eigenvectors simplify to
Eˆ =
 1 −κξ2
(
1−
(
(c2−1)k2
m2ga
2 +
(c2−1)
2
))
1− (c
2−1)k2
m2ga
2 1
 +O( (c2 − 1)2 k4
m4ga
4
)
. (3.48)
In order to estimate how large is the correction to the GW amplitude w.r.t. the c = 1 case, we
can parametrize the effective mass with a dimensionless constant β via (mg a) ∼ β ·(kH0)1/2,
which controls our complying with the large mass regime defined in (3.44). It follows that the
largest correction to the matrix of eigenvectors (3.48) scales with β−4. Therefore, provided
that β & 5, we can neglect this correction in the amplitude.
The mixing among modes affect the tensor speed and the luminosity distance. The
modification in the propagation speed of the lightest tensor h1, defined as αT ≡ c2T − 1, is
given by
αT =
(
c2 − 1) κξ2
(1 + κξ2)
, (3.49)
and scales as αT ∼ β−2(k/H0)−2. For LISA, αT is smaller than 10−16 in the large mass limit.
However, it might still be observable given that this is a cumulative effect over long travel
distances. A prompt EM counterpart can give constraints of the order of
αT . 2× 10−17
(
10Gpc
D
)(
∆t
10s
)
, (3.50)
where ∆t is the difference in the time of arrival and D the distance to the source.
Next, we study how the mixing of the tensor modes h1,2 can leave an imprint in the GW
luminosity distance. Focussing on the regime (mg a) & 5·(kH0)1/2, the only time dependence
in the amplitude is introduced by the scale factor a(τ). Using the definitions (3.45) of the
effective mass mg and the mixing angle θg, the amplitude of the tensor component h1 is
|a h1|2 = h20 cos4 θg
(
1 +
tan4 θg
θ2/θ2(τe)
+
2 tan2 θg√
θ2/θ2(τe)
cos
[∫ τ
τe
δθdτ ′
])
, (3.51)
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Figure 9. GW luminosity distance in the large mass limit of bigravity for different values of mg
and θg. To visualize the range of masses and mixing angles that could be probed with LISA, we
have included the errors of a representative catalog used in the analysis (without being scattered). In
particular, we use the catalog hQ3 of the scenario 1 to be discussed in Section 4.
where h0 is the amplitude in the θg = 0 case, quantities depend on the time τ , and τe is the
time of emission. Also, θ21 = k
2 −H2, θ22 = k2 +m2ga2 −H2, δθ = m2ga2/(2k) +O(k−3). As
a result, if m2ga
2 ∼ kH0, the oscillation frequency is of order H0. A similar expression can
be obtained for |a h2|. One should note that while |a h1| is never larger than the initial value
h0, for θg < pi/4, h
2
2 can exceed h
2
0 (up to 4h
2
0). In the opposite limit, θg > pi/4, h
2
2 is always
less than h20. This could be observed by comparing the left and right panels of Fig. 8, where
the mass is fixed but the mixing angles vary.
We can now compare the luminosity distance of GWs in bigravity with the one of EM
radiation, dgwL /d
em
L . We focus on the amplitude of the lightest tensor mode, h1, which is the
one we assume to be coupled to matter. From (3.51), we obtain
dgwL
demL
' 1
cos2 θg
(
1 +
tan4 θg
θ2/θ2(τe)
+
2 tan2 θg√
θ2/θ2(τe)
cos
[∫ τ
τe
m2ga
2
2k
dτ ′
])−1/2
. (3.52)
We see that this ratio can become larger than one and display oscillatory patterns. Possible
configurations range in principle9 between θg = 0 (corresponding to κξ
2 = 0) and θg = pi/2
(corresponding to κξ2 → ∞), and the maximum mixing occurs at θg = pi/4 (κξ2 = 1).
Moreover, in the limit in which θ2/θ2(te) = 1 (which is a good approximation in the high k
limit), dgwL /d
em
L is symmetric around pi/4, i.e. h
2
1(pi/4− ϕ) = h21(pi/4 + ϕ).
Given that the ratio (3.52) oscillates as a function of redshift, the two-parameter phe-
nomenological parametrisation of Section 1 is not expected to perform well in this case, and
an analysis specific for this model is necessary. We plot the oscillatory behavior of the GW
luminosity distance for different masses and mixing angles in Fig. 9. For a qualitative anal-
ysis, we include error bars in the measurements of luminosity distances for a representative
LISA catalogue (which we will discuss and use in Sections 4 and 5).
Figure 10 shows the projected constraints on GW oscillations in bigravity theories on
the parameters mg and θg. The excluded regions have been obtained comparing the high-
mass prediction for the luminosity distance ratio (3.52) with several LISA catalogs, assuming
9It is actually not possible to push the theory to the asymptotic regions for the following reasons: (i) κ→ 0
corresponds to a vanishing kinetic term for the second metric so that it becomes infinitely strongly coupled;
(ii) taking the limit κ → ∞, the second metric decouples and gets effectively frozen to a fixed background
value.
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Figure 10. Expected constraints on GW oscillations (mass and mixing angle) in bigravity for the
three different LISA catalogues in scenario 1 (see Section 4). The bounds assume the high-mass
prediction (3.52), fixed cosmology and a fiducial observation frequency. The contours show the best
case scenario (blue: heavy seed no delay, optimistic errors) and the worst case scenario (yellow: Pop3
seed, pessimistic errors), see Section 4 for details.
fixed cosmology, and performing a χ2 analysis. Oscillation effects can be observed for masses
mg & 2 ·10−25 eV. The amplitude of the oscillation, and thus its detectability, increases as θg
approaches to pi/4 from above or below. The mixing angle range where oscillations can be
detected is 0.05pi . θg . 0.45pi. LISA will provide a ∼ 3 order of magnitude improvement
in mass sensitivity over the current LIGO limit, which probes mg & 10−22eV [157], due to
the larger oscillation baseline and the lower detection frequency. We conclude that the use
of standard sirens will strengthen existing bounds towards smaller values for the mass.
However, one should note that these bounds are based on standard sirens with a single
fiducial frequency, i.e. a monochromatic GW. Since GW oscillation effects depend strongly
on the frequency, a coallescing binary would experience a time-dependent modulation of
the amplitude as the orbital frequency increases, leading to a distinct signal. Remarkably,
no electromagnetic counterparts are necessary to study such effects. As a representative
example, we plot in Fig. 11 the strain of a GW signal from a massive BH binary as a function
of frequency and its modification in bigravity. The GW oscillations lead to a distinctive
frequency profile, which would be interesting to further characterise in order to establish to
what extent it can be probed with LISA. Moreover, the initial wave packet emitted might
decohere while traveling. In that case the event would be followed by an “echo” signal, which
may be detectable if the mixing is sufficiently large [158]. The inclusion of decoherence effects
and frequency dependence would provide further means to test GW oscillations. We leave
this to future work.
3.4 Models with extra and varying dimensions
Various models of modified gravity predict that gravitational waves propagate in more than
four dimensions, while photons and the other Standard Model fields are localized on a four-
dimensional brane. Similar considerations apply to models of quantum gravity, where space-
times with dimensions different from four often enter in theoretical attempts to find quantum
theories of gravitational interactions.
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Figure 11. GW strain versus frequency in bigravity for a signal from a massive BH binary (MBHB)
merger event detectable with LISA (in grey the LISA sensitivity curve). We compare the signal strain
for two bigravity sets of parameters (fixed mass, changing mixing angle) with respect to GR. Notice
the characteristic oscillations in frequency of the GW strain for this theory.
Examples of modified gravity scenarios are models in the DGP class [114], where grav-
itational leakage into an extra fifth dimension has been proposed as a way to explain dark
energy, since gravity becomes weaker at very large cosmological scales. In theories involving
dimensions different from four, the GW propagation and the luminosity distance relation can
differ from GR, and it is interesting to estimate whether GW observations can constrain such
systems.
In [14, 159, 160], constraints have been imposed on the parameters entering the following
phenomenological expression for the luminosity distance [12], suitable for modified gravity
models with extra dimensions:
dgwL
demL
=
[
1 +
(
demL
Rc
)nc]D−42nc
, (3.53)
with Rc is the characteristic length scale beyond which propagating GWs start to leak into
the extra dimensions and nc > 0 is a steepness parameter denoting the transition between
GR and the onset of gravitational leakage. For sources emitting GWs accompanied by an
electromagnetic counterpart, one can constrain large extra dimensions by comparing the
distance inferred from the GW signal with the one inferred from the electromagnetic one
[14, 159, 160]. In particular, using the GW170817 detection, the LIGO-Virgo collaboration
[160] has recently set 90% upper bounds on the spacetime topological dimension D, assuming
fixed transition steepness and distance scale. For Rc between 1 and 20 Mpc, 4 6 D < 4.5.
Conversely, fixing D = 5, 6, 7, a transition steepness nc . 10−1 is ruled out, while the 10%
lower limit on Rc is about 20 Mpc for nc > 10 and between 20 and 10
4 Mpc for 0.5 < nc < 10.
Analogous constraints for quantum gravity (QG) can also be investigated. Quantization
of the gravitational force intimately affects the dimensionality of spacetime. In fact, in QG
approaches the effective dimension of spacetime is not a fixed external parameter, but a
dynamical and scale-dependent one, which can change to a value typically smaller (in some
theories, larger) than four at very small distances or very high energies [161, 162]. This
dimensional flow [163] smoothly spans all scales of the theory, from ultra-short to large
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scales where a semi-classical, near-GR limit is reached. At an effective level, in a regime
where spacetime emerges as a continuum, the dimensional flow is determined by the way
volumes scale in position and momentum spaces and by the dispersion relations associated
with effective kinetic operators. In turn, these features are encoded into the topological
dimension D of spacetime (D = 4 in physical models) and three effective, scale-dependent
“dimensions,” namely the Hausdorff (called also fractal) dimension dH of position space, the
Hausdorff dimension dkH of momentum space and the spectral dimension dS. In a classical
spacetime, dH = d
k
H = dS = D. A general argument based on the scaling of fields and their
kinetic terms indicates that correlation functions and distances depend on these dimensions
through a geometric parameter Γ := dH/2− dkH/dS that combines them together [164]. The
relation between Γ and the parameter δ that expresses the modification of GW propagation
(and that, as we have seen in section 2.2.2, in some theories is related to the time variation
of the effective Planck mass) is
Γ = −δ + D − 2
2
, (3.54)
while the correction to the GW luminosity distance in a spacetime characterized by dimen-
sional flow is
dgwL
demL
= 1 + ε
(
demL
`∗
)γ−1
, (3.55)
where γ 6= 0 is the value of the parameter Γ at small scales, `∗ denotes a length scale at which
quantum gravity effects can no longer be neglected (hence it is of order of the Planck scale
`Pl) and, depending on the model, ε is either a number O(γ − 1) or a random variable with
zero average and unit variance simulating an intrinsic spacetime uncertainty, i.e., a geometry
with microscopic fuzziness. Note that (3.55) only relies upon two assumptions. First, that
there exists a continuum spacetime limit where the position-space measure, the momentum-
space measure and the kinetic term of the tensor mode are deformed in a fairly generic
way. Second, that these deformations are such that dS 6= 0. Theories where the spectral
dimension vanishes in the UV, such as quantum gravity with non-local UV modifications
and the low-energy limit of string field theory, must be treated separately (and do not give
rise to observable corrections) [165].
The power-law correction in (3.55) of quantum-gravity origin has a strong resemblance
with the similar expression (3.53) we discussed above for modified gravity scenarios. Com-
paring (3.55) with (3.53), we can match the parameters as follows. When the scales `∗ and Rc
are considered as free parameters, they play the same role. However, in quantum gravity `∗
is expected to be very small or even Planckian, which implies that the power-law correction
will be small when γ − 1 < 0, large when γ − 1 > 0 and O(1) when γ − 1 is a small positive
number. Depending on the theory and the scales at which (3.55) holds, γ can take very
different values, being either negative, zero, or positive.
In most scenarios, such as string theory in the low-energy limit, group field theory,
spin foams, loop quantum gravity, causal dynamical triangulations, asymptotic safety, Stelle
gravity, Horava–Lifshitz gravity and various realizations of κ-Minkowski spacetime, γ < 1 in
the deep UV and the correction in (3.55) is Planck-suppressed and negligible, as one would
expect from a generic reasoning based on perturbative effective field theory. However, in
some QG proposals based on discrete pre-geometries (such as group field theory, spin foams
and loop quantum gravity), there is a possibility that γ − 1 is a small positive number at
mesoscopic (far from the UV-regime) or near-IR scales for spacetimes described by certain
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semi-classical states. Hence, in these cases the correction in (3.55) may be non-negligible,
even if `∗ is smaller by many orders of magnitude than any cosmological distance.
In analogy with the extra-dimensional case (3.53) studied in [160], one can expect that
LIGO-Virgo data, and later LISA data, constrain the free parameters (`∗, γ) of (3.55), pro-
viding a test for QG proposals. This is indeed the case. The model-independent analysis of
[164] shows that theories with `∗ = O(`Pl) and
γ − 1 & 0.02 (3.56)
can fall into the detectability range of interferometers. Such small non-zero values of γ − 1
can be obtained only in a near-IR regime. Most QG models do not achieve this (because,
in this regime, either γ − 1 < 0 or γ − 1 is positive but too close to zero) and do not affect
the luminosity distance. However, QG proposals where spacetime emerges from a discrete
structure (group field theory, spin foams and loop quantum gravity), where 0 < γ−1 1 (γ
close to 1), may leave an observable imprint depending on the considered quantum state of
geometry (which can be described in terms of geometric indicators, such as the Hausdorff and
spectral dimensions). In this latter class of QG models, the spacetime dimension turns out
to be highly state-dependent, and hence the effective length scale characterising IR nearly-
classical geometries may be several orders of magnitude above the Planck length. Whether
such quantum states are realistic and viable within the corresponding theoretical framework
remains an open question and a potential subject of future study.
It is worth noting that the quantum correction in (3.55) is not the same as one could find,
for instance, in particle-physics or atomic observables, where constraints on new physics are
tight to an extreme. In most theories of quantum gravity, these corrections are actually not
present, since only the gravitational sector of the dynamics is affected by non-perturbative
phenomena such as the dimensional flow. This is indeed the case for two of the three QG
proposals that support the parameter space (3.56), namely spin foams and loop quantum
gravity. In these two models there is no modification in the Standard Model of particle
physics, nor in any fundamental constant of nature. For group field theory though, this
is less obvious. However, for theories where particle and atomic physics are also affected,
corrections are still of a power-law type (`/`∗)α but, typically, with a power α different
from the special combination of dimensions (3.54) [164]. Therefore, GW and particle-physics
bounds are (at least partially) independent, leading to complementary constraints to the
fundamental theories. On the other hand, solar-system tests can yield stronger bounds on γ
in QG scenarios where also the scalar sector is affected [164]. However, in many QGs models
the correction to the Newton potential is not known, while the spin-2 sector is under better
control and GWs can be a robust and, for the time being, unique way to constrain such
models [164].
To conclude, we comment on the parametrization (2.31) for the systems considered in
this subsection. For models that predict relations such as (3.53) and (3.55), the parametriza-
tion (2.31) is no longer appropriate. Indeed, (2.31) yields dgwL (z)/d
em
L (z) ' 1 +O(z) at small
redshift, while (3.53), for D > 4 and demL  Rc, gives
dgwL (z)
demL (z)
' 1 + D − 4
2nc
(
z
H0Rc
)nc
, (3.57)
which is of the form 1 + O(z) only for nc = 1. On the other hand, assuming that the
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electromagnetic sector is not modified, (3.55) gives
dgwL (z)
demL (z)
' 1 + ε
(
z
H0`∗
)γ−1
, (3.58)
which is of the form 1 + O(z) only for γ = 2, valid only in two specific models which leave
no imprint on the luminosity distance [164]. Moreover, quite importantly, the ratio dgwL /d
em
L
in (3.53) and (3.55) does not tend to a constant at large redshifts – which is the interesting
range for the LISA Standard Sirens that we consider in this work – hence it can not be
reproduced well with the parametrization (2.31) in the high-z regime.
A possible parametrization inspired by the low-z behaviour (3.57) and (3.58), but such
that dgwL /d
em
L ' const at large redshift, is given by (3.24). At large z, this tends to the
constant value Ξ0, while in the low-z limit it goes to
dgwL (z)
demL (z)
' 1 + (Ξ0 − 1)zn , (3.59)
reproducing (3.57) when Ξ0 = 1+(D−4)(H0Rc)−nc/(2nc) and n = nc, and (3.55) when Ξ0 =
1 + ε(H0`∗)1−γ and n = γ − 1. A similar behavior can be obtained with the parametrization
(2.40).
4 Construction of catalogs of LISA standard sirens
LISA will detect three classes of binary black holes (BHBs) at cosmological distances [11],
namely, massive BHBs (MBHB), extreme mass ratio inspirals (EMRIs) and stellar mass
BHBs. These GW sources have different properties and they are expected to be observed
in different redshift ranges. In particular, stellar mass BHBs will mainly be detected at
0.01 . z . 0.1 [166], EMRIs at 0.1 . z . 2 − 3 [167] and MBHBs at z & 1 [168], implying
that LISA will constitute a cosmological probe able to map the expansion of the universe
from local to very large distances [169]. Nevertheless only MBHBs are expected to produce
powerful EM counterparts, since they are believed to merge in a gas rich environment that
may power EM emission through jets, disk winds or accretion: this fact will allow us to
determine precisely the object positions in the sky. MBHBs will thus likely be the main
standard siren sources for LISA, though the number of EM counterpart detections might not
exceed few tens of events [35]. They will also provide useful data to test modified theories
of gravity through a modified cosmological propagation of GWs. In this section we outline
our strategy to build simulated catalogs of LISA MBHBs with EM counterparts, while in
section 5 we will use these catalogs to constrain modified gravity theories. To produce catalogs
of MBHB standard sirens with EM counterpart, we employ a similar approach to the one
adopted in [35]. In what follows, we summarize the procedure to construct such catalogs,
highlighting the differences with respect to the analysis of [35].
To describe the cosmological evolution of massive black holes, and specifically MBHBs,
we use the semi-analytic galaxy formation model of [170] (with later incremental improve-
ments described in [171, 172]). This model was extensively used to predict massive black
hole merger rates/stochastic background levels for various LISA/pulsar timing array config-
urations, respectively in [168, 173] and [174, 175]; to study LISA standard sirens in [35]; to
investigate LISA event rates for extreme mass-ratio inspirals in [167]; and to study projected
LISA ringdown constraints on the no-hair theorem in [176].
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We adopt here the same scenario used in [168, 172]. In more detail, the model follows
the evolution of baryonic structures on top of a Dark Matter merger tree produced with an
extended Press–Schechter formalism [177], modified to reproduce the results of numerical N-
body simulations [178]. The baryonic structures that are evolved include a chemically pristine
diffuse inter-galactic medium, which is either shock heated to the virial temperature of Dark
Matter halos, or flows into the halos along cold filaments [179]; a cold, chemically enriched
inter-stellar medium (in both a disk and bulge component); stellar disks and bulges, form-
ing from the inter-stellar medium (with supernova feedback included in the star formation
description); nuclear star clusters, forming from in situ star formation and from the migra-
tion of globular clusters to the nuclear region [172, 180]; and massive black holes, accreting
from nuclear gas reservoirs (which, in turn, form after major galactic mergers or galactic
disk instabilities, which trigger bursts of star formation in the bulge and inflows of gas to
the nuclear region). The black holes affect the overall evolution via the feedback of their
active galactic nucleus (AGN) phases, which ensures also that the observed local correlations
between the properties of massive black holes and those of their galactic hosts are correctly
reproduced [170, 171, 181].
Most relevant for our purposes are two ingredients of the model, namely the prescriptions
for the initial mass function of the massive black hole seeds, and for the “delays” between
galaxy and massive black hole mergers. While we refer to [172] for a complete description of
these two aspects of our model, let us here briefly recall their main features.
Regarding the seeding model, we adopt two distinct scenarios: a light seed scenario
in which the massive black hole population evolves from the remnants of population III
(popIII) stars (with remnant masses ∼ 100M) at high redshifts z & 15 [182]; and a heavy
seed scenario in which the black hole seeds form, again at high redshifts z & 15, from bar
instabilities of protogalactic disks, with relatively large seed masses∼ 105M [183]. As for the
delay times, our model tracks the evolution of Dark Matter halos driven by dynamical friction,
from the moment when they first touch to the final halo/galaxy merger [184], including
also environmental effects such as tidal disruption and evaporation [185]. Nevertheless, the
evolution of MBHBs that form in the aftermath of a galaxy merger is still poorly understood.
Indeed, while MBHBs are generally thought to sink quite efficiently down to separations of
a few pc, under the effect of dynamical friction from the background stars and gas, their
evolution from pc-separation down to coalescence depends sensitively on the distribution
and velocities of stars and gas in the nuclear region (see e.g. [186] for a review). As a result,
MBHBs may even stall at pc separations (the so-called final pc problem), at least in the
absence of triple massive black hole systems (which, however, naturally form as a result of
the hierarchical nature of galaxy evolution [173, 175, 187]). To account for these uncertainties,
we adopt a model in which the final pc problem is solved efficiently, i.e. we assume no delays
between the merger of galaxies/halos and black hole coalescence; and a model in which
we employ a more physical description of the evolution of MBHBs. In more detail, in the
latter scenario we account for the interaction of the MBHB with the nuclear gas (if that is
present), which may trigger mergers on timescales as short as 107 yr, and with the stellar
background (“stellar hardening”), which typically induces black hole mergers on timescales
of a few Gyr (see e.g. [186] for a review of the physics of these processes). We also account for
the formation of triple massive black hole systems, which trigger coalescences on timescales
again of a few Gyr, using the simplified model described in [172] (see [173, 175, 187–190] for
more work on triple massive black hole interactions).
The results of these semi-analytical simulations are catalogs of MBHB mergers across
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the whole cosmic evolution, specifically from z ' 20 to z = 0. Using the data of these
simulations, in particular the (luminosity) distance and masses of MBHB mergers, we are
able to characterize the GW emission of all merger events within the catalogs, and thus to
compute the expected GW signal when it reaches the detector. We follow the approach used
in [35, 168] to assess the parameter estimation capabilities of LISA for such catalogs.
We use Fourier-domain inspiral-only precessing waveforms using 3.5 post-Newtonian
(PN) phase evolution with 2PN spin-spin and 3.5PN spin-orbit couplings [191], and spin
precession equations at 2PN spin-spin and 3.5PN spin-orbit orders. Using a set of precessing
inpiral-merger-ringdown waveforms, in [168] was shown that the error on the luminosity
distance decreased by a factor of the SNR ratio when compared to an inspiral-only analysis,
while the errors on the sky location area decreased by a factor of the SNR squared.
In this analysis, we compute Fisher matrices to assess the detector parameter estimation
capabilities. We first define the noise-weighted inner product in the space of signals by (see
e.g. [192, 193])
(h1|h2) = 4 Re
∫
h˜1(f)h˜
∗
2(f)
Sn(f)
df, (4.1)
where h˜(f) is the Fourier transform of the waveform h(t) which folds in the detector response,
a star denotes complex conjugation, and Sn(f) is the one-sided power spectral density of the
detector noise. For the detector noise we use the LISA noise curve 10given by [194]
Sn(f) =
4Sacc(f) + Sother
L2
[
1 +
(
2fL
0.41c
)2]
+ Sconf(f), (4.2)
where the acceleration noise is given by
Sacc(f) =
9× 10−30m2Hz3
(2pif)4
[
1 +
(
6× 10−4Hz
f
)2(
1 +
(
2.22× 10−5Hz
f
)8)]
. (4.3)
The other noise sources combine to
Sother = 8.899× 10−23m2Hz−1, (4.4)
and the confusion noise from unresolved binaries is approximated by
Sconf(f) =
A
2
e−s1f
α
f−7/3 {1− tanh [s2(f − κ)]} , (4.5)
with A = (3/20)3.2665× 10−44 Hz4/3, s1 = 3014.3 Hz−α, α = 1.183, s2 = 2957.7 Hz−1, and
κ = 2.0928× 10−3 Hz.
10In order to obtain our Eq (4.2), we square Eq (3) of [194] and we remove its 20/3 factor (that comes from
sky-averaging, which we do not perform). Eq. (1) of [194] results then equivalent to our Eq. (4.3). Notice
also that the requirements reported in the public LISA proposal document [11] are simplified compared to
the formulas in [194]. In Section 4.2 of [11] it is proposed to set requirements above 0.1 mHz, for which
low-frequency contributions are not too relevant. There are extra factors that affect the high-frequency
acceleration noise and the low-frequency displacement noise, but in general the acceleration noise dominates
at low frequencies and the displacement noise at high frequencies. It would be interesting, in future works,
to analyse how our results change when changing sensitivity curves, whose features will be modified with a
better definition of the instrument properties, and of astrophysical backgrounds.
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We follow [35, 168] and use a low-frequency approximation of the signal in LISA [195],
in which the instrument is equivalent to two independent Michelson interferometers. We
refer to [168] for details of the implementation.
The SNR of a signal in one interfermometer can be estimated with ρ = (h|h)1/2, and
the signals from the two interferometers combine as ρ2 = ρ2I + ρ
2
II . The Fisher matrix is
defined as
Γij =
(
∂h
∂θi
∣∣∣∣ ∂h∂θj
)
, (4.6)
where ∂h/∂θi is the derivative of the wave signal h with respect to parameter θi. The diagonal
elements of its inverse Σ = Γ−1 provide estimates of statistical errors due to the detector
noise, as ∆θi ≈
√
Σii. The Fisher matrices in the two detectors combine as Γ = ΓI + ΓII .
For each system in our catalogs, we estimate the error on the luminosity distance using
the Fisher matrix method described above using an inspiral-only signal, and rescale it by the
ratio of inspiral-merger-ringdown to inspiral-only SNR computed estimated using a phenomC
waveform [196], as ∆dL = (ρinsp/ρIMR)
√
ΣdLdL . To this experimental error one must add
the uncertainties due to weak lensing and peculiar velocities, and we follow the prescriptions
outlined in [35] for estimating and incorporating the error budget on ∆dL of these effects.
Among all the LISA detections with SNR> 8 we select the events with a sky localization
∆Ω < 10 deg2. As in [35] we characterize the EM emission at merger by assuming the
production of an optical accretion-powered luminosity flare and of radio flares and jets, based
on results from general-relativistic simulations of merging MBHBs in an external magnetic
field [197, 198]. The semi-analytical simulations of MBHB catalogs described above contain
all the necessary data (mass in stars, nuclear gas, etc.) needed to compute the magnitude of
the EM emission of each MBHB merger in both the optical and radio bands. Following [35] we
can thus determine the number of counterparts detected by future EM facilities, specifically
LSST [199], SKA [200] and ELT [201]. Note however that over the sky location region of
the source there might appear several EM transients that could likely be identified with the
EM counterpart of the MBHB merger. As in [35] we will however assume that the true EM
counterpart can be efficiently identified (e.g. through timing, EM spectrum characterization
and evolution, or information on the host galaxy), and leave a more thorough investigation
of this issue to future analyses. Spotting the EM counterpart helps localize the source in the
sky, thus allowing one to determine the host galaxy and to improve the errors on the GW
parameters by fixing the two sky localization angles.
The identification of the host galaxy in principle allows one to obtain the redshift of
the MBHB event using either spectroscopic or photometric techniques. In what follows we
distinguish two scenarios depending on the error estimates for these redshift measurements:
• Scenario 1 (realistic): Photometric measurements have a relative 1σ error on z
given by ∆zphoto = 0.05(1 + z) at best, according to Euclid [202], while spectroscopic
measurements have a relative error given by ∆zspect = 0.01(1 + z)
2, assuming we can
define a volume-complete spectroscopic sample. However, the flux limit for that sample
evolves with redshift. This may explain the redshift dependence, since luminosity
distance evolves as approximately the square of (1 + z) at z > 1 [203]. Although
extrapolating those expressions beyond z ∼ 3 might seem unrealistic [204], they are
the only guesses we can use at the moment to estimate future redshift measurements
at high redshift.
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Figure 12. GW luminosity distance as a function of redshift for the different sources in the three
catalogs: heavy seeds and no delay (“hnd”), heavy seeds with a delay included and the Toomre
parameter set to Q = 3 (“hQ3”) and light seeds due to pop III stars (“pop III”), and the two scenarios
for estimate of the error on the redshift: scenario 1 (realistic, left) and scenario 2 (optimistic, right).
The bottom subpanels show the relative error in dL.
• Scenario 2 (optimistic): Photometric measurements have a relative 1σ error on z
given by ∆zphoto = 0.03(1 + z), while spectroscopic measurements have a fixed relative
error given by ∆zspect = 0.01. Moreover here we assume a delensing procedure able to
reduce by 50% the luminosity distance uncertainty due to weak lensing. This scenario
is equivalent to the “optimistic scenario” considered in [35].
For both scenarios the redshift errors are propagated to the error budget of the luminosity
distance using the fiducial cosmology, i.e. ΛCDM with Planck values for the cosmological
parameters.
The total result of the whole procedure described above are thus mock catalogs of MBHB
standard sirens, specified by values of the luminosity distance, redshift and total error on the
luminosity distance. We simulate 22 4-year catalogs 11 for each MBHB astrophysical model
(popIII, heavy seeds with and without delays), for a total of 66 catalogs and 264 years of
data. For each catalog we then perform a quick Fisher matrix cosmological analysis assuming
ΛCDM. We ranked the 22 catalogs of each MBHB astrophysical model according to the area
of the 1σ contour ellipses in the (Ωm, H0) parameter space of ΛCDM. This quantity provides
us with a rough measure of the cosmological constraining power of each catalog. Finally
we select the median catalog among all ranked 22 catalogs as the representative catalog for
each MBHB astrophysical model, similarly to the recipe employed in [205]. We perform this
procedure for Scenario 1 and then use the same selected catalogs for Scenario 2, but using
different assumptions for the redshift errors as explained above. This allows us to directly
compare results between the two different scenarios. The final product are thus six catalogs
(corresponding to the three different MBHB astrophysical models, each one combined with
the two scenarios for the redshift measurement accuracy) to use as mock data for the MCMC
analysis presented in the following section. The six selected MBHB catalogs are plotted in
Fig. 12.
11Notice that although the nominal mission lifetime is 4 years (with possible extensions), the duty cycle
is only 75% of the total nominal time. It would be interesting to adjust our analysis to properly take into
account how frequently data gaps occur: we leave a dedicated study of this point to a future work.
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5 Cosmological parameters and dark energy with LISA
We now use the mock catalogs discussed in the previous section to study the effect of LISA
standard sirens on the estimate of the cosmological parameters, with particular emphasis
on the DE sector, as described by the parameters (w0, wa) for the DE equation of state,
eq. (2.30), and by the parameters (Ξ0, n) that enter eq. (2.31) for modified GW propagation.
We adapt to LISA a similar analysis performed in [16] for the Einstein Telescope.
As discussed in section 4, we provide our results for three models for the formation
of MBH binaries: heavy seeds and no delays (“hnd” for short), heavy seeds with a delay
included and the Toomre parameter (see [35]) set to Q = 3 (“hQ3”), and light seeds due
to pop III stars (“popIII”). For each formation model, we use the two scenarios (1) and (2)
of section 4 for estimating the error in the measurement of the redshift: thus, overall, we
consider six different possibilities.
From the point of view of the cosmological model, we consider different cases. We will
start with ΛCDM, to investigate how LISA standard sirens help to constrain its parameters.
We will then study the extension of the DE sector obtained introducing a non-trivial DE
equation of state, parametrized by w0 only (without modified GW propagation, i.e. setting
Ξ0 = 1); finally, we will introduce modified GW propagation, extending the DE sector
through the parameters (w0,Ξ0) and fixing wa = 0 and n to a reference value.
12 For each of
these three cosmological models we run MCMCs for the six scenarios describing the formation
model and the estimate of the redshift error, as discussed above.
Furthermore, for each of these 3 × 6 cases we run separate MCMCs to compute the
constraints that can be obtained with standard sirens only, and those obtained by combining
them with CMB, BAO and SNe data. In that case we use the Planck temperature and polar-
ization power spectra [46], the JLA SNe dataset [206] and a set of isotropic and anisotropic
BAO data (see Section 3.3.1 of [51] for details).
To generate the catalogs discussed in section 4 we assume a fiducial cosmological model,
that we always take to be ΛCDM with H0 = 67.64 and ΩM = 0.3087, which are the fiducial
values obtained from the CMB+BAO+SNe dataset that we use. So, in particular, our fiducial
values for the extra parameters in the DE sector are w0 = −1 and Ξ0 = 1, and we use ΛCDM
and standard perturbation theory within GR as fiducial theoretical framework for treating
and analyzing our dataset. Our aim is to evaluate to what accuracy LISA, alone or in
combination with other datasets, can reconstruct these fiducial values. We then generate our
simulated catalog of events by assuming that, for a source at redshift zi, the actual luminosity
distance will be dΛCDML (zi;H0,ΩM ), with the above values of H0 and ΩM . The “measured”
value of the luminosity distance is then randomly extracted from a Gaussian distribution
centered on this fiducial value, and with a width obtained from the estimate of the error on
the luminosity distance discussed in section 4.
The relevant cosmological parameters for evaluating the theoretical values of the GW
luminosity distance d gwL (z) are ΩM and H0 in the ΛCDM case, with the addition of w0 in
wCDM and the further addition of Ξ0 in the (Ξ0, w0) case. Apart from a constant addend
coming from normalization, the logarithm of the likelihood assigned to a given set of values
12We do not introduce more than two extra parameters at the same time in the DE sector, since the
constraining power would decrease and the convergence time of the MCMC chains would become very long.
Indeed, already with the two parameters (w0, wa), we found that, because of the limited number of sources
in the LISA catalogs, the MCMC chains do not resolve the degeneracy between these parameters and do not
reach a good convergence.
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(H0,ΩM , w0,Ξ0) is given by
ln(L(H0,ΩM , w0,Ξ0)) = −1
2
Ns∑
i=1
[
d gwL (zi;H0,ΩM , w0,Ξ0)− di
]2
σ2i
, (5.1)
where Ns is the number of mock sources in the catalog, d
gw
L (zi;H0,ΩM , w0,Ξ0) is the theo-
retical value of the GW luminosity distance for the i-th source and di is the “measured” value
of its luminosity distance contained in the catalog. The quantity σi is the error on luminosity
distance and it also takes into account the error on redshift determination, which is simply
propagated to the luminosity distance using the fiducial ΛCDM cosmology. The used MCMC
code explores the cosmological parameters space, accepting or rejecting the points according
to a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm based on the likelihood specified above. The priors as-
sumed on cosmological parameters are Gaussian (or truncated Gaussian) distributions with
mean and standard deviation, in this order, given by: 67.8 and 1.2 for H0 (in km s
−1Mpc−1),
0.02225 and 0.00028 for ωb=Ωbh
2 (baryon density fraction), 0.1192 and 0.0027 for ωc = Ωch
2
(cold dark matter density fraction), −1.0 and 1.0 for w0 (restricted from −3.0 to −0.3), 1.0
and 0.5 for Ξ0 (restricted to positive values).
As we see from Fig. 12, the number of total available standard sirens in our sample
is quite limited. For instance, in the specific realization of the catalogs that we use there
are 32, 12 and 9 sources in the “hnd”, “hQ3” and “popIII” scenarios, respectively. It is
important to realize that, since these numbers are relatively small, the scatter of the mock
data around their fiducial values unavoidably induces fluctuations in the reconstruction of
the mean value of the cosmological parameters inferred from standard sirens alone, so that
the reconstructed mean values in general will not coincide with those obtained from other
cosmological observations such as CMB, BAO and SNe. Thus, depending on the specific
realization of the catalog, the contours in parameter space of the likelihood obtained from
standard sirens could show mild tensions with those obtained from other datasets. This is
unavoidable, and will also happen in the actual experimental situation. Thus, in the plots
shown below, the overlap (or lack of it) between different contours has little meaning, as
it depends on the specific random realization of the catalog. What carries the important
information is the relative size of the contours, that will tell us to what extent the addition of
standard sirens to other datasets can improve our knowledge of the cosmological parameters.
However, when combining contours from different datasets to obtain a combined estimate
on the error on a parameter, one must be careful not to use a specific realization where the
separate contours are in mild tension among each other.
5.1 ΛCDM
We begin by studying the effect of standard sirens on cosmological parameter estimation
in ΛCDM, as a benchmark for our subsequent generalizations, and we will then intro-
duce different extensions of the dark energy sector. As baseline ΛCDM model we use
the standard set of six independent cosmological parameters: the Hubble parameter to-
day H0 = 100h km s
−1Mpc−1, the baryon density fraction today ωb = Ωbh2 , the cold dark
matter density fraction today ωc = Ωch
2, the amplitude As and tilt ns of the spectrum of
primordial scalar perturbations, and the reionization optical depth τre. We keep the sum of
neutrino masses fixed, at the value
∑
νmν = 0.06 eV, as in the Planck baseline analysis [207].
We then run a series of MCMC, using the CLASS Boltzmann code [208] (or our modification
of it, in the case of non-trivial GW propagation).
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Figure 13. The 1σ and 2σ contours of the two-dimensional likelihood in the (ΩM , H0) plane in
ΛCDM, with the contribution from CMB+BAO+SNe (red), the contribution from LISA standard
sirens (gray) and the overall combined contours (blue), in the scenario (1) (“realistic”) for the error
on the luminosity distance. Upper left: heavy no-delay (“hnd”) scenario; Upper right: “hQ3” scenario;
lower panel: “pop III” scenario. H0 is given in the usual units km s
−1Mpc−1. Notice that the red
contours are almost superimposed to the blue ones.
In ΛCDM, assuming flatness, dL(z) depends only on H0 and ΩM , so these are the pa-
rameters for which the inclusion of standard sirens has the most significant impact. Fig. 13
shows the two-dimensional likelihood in the (ΩM , H0) plane in ΛCDM, comparing the contri-
bution from CMB+BAO+SNe (red) to the contribution from LISA standard sirens (gray),
and the overall combined contours, for the three formation scenarios and the scenario (1) for
the determination of the error on the luminosity distance, while Fig. 14 shows the results for
the scenario (2).
In particular in the most favorable scenario (“hnd” seeds and optimistic errors on dL),
from the corresponding one-dimensional marginalized likelihood we find that, with standard
sirens only, the relative error on H0 is
∆H0
H0
= 3.8% , (5.2)
(which raises to 7.7% in the “realistic” scenario with “hnd” seeds) and the one on ΩM is
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Figure 14. As in Fig. 13, for the scenario (2) (“optimistic”) for the error on the luminosity distance.
∆ΩM/ΩM = 14.7%; using our CMB+BAO+SNe dataset we get instead ∆H0/H0 = 0.7%
and ∆ΩM/ΩM = 2.1%; combining CMB+BAO+SNe+standard sirens we get
∆H0
H0
= 0.7% ,
∆ΩM
ΩM
= 2.0% . (5.3)
Therefore, from MBH binaries at LISA, we do not find a significant improvement on the
accuracy on H0, compared to current results from CMB+BAO+SNe. It should however be
observed that the measurement from standard sirens is still useful because it has completely
different systematic errors from that obtained with CMB, BAO and SNe.
These results should be compared with those found in [35]. To perform the comparison,
we should however note that the best results quoted in [35] referred to a LISA configuration
with 5 Gm arms, and with all other design specifications to their most optimistic possible
choices, while our results use the current LISA configuration with 2.5 Gm arms, given in [11].
The corresponding LISA sensitivity curve used in our study is quite different and generally
gives worse results. For example the number of standard sirens used in our analysis is roughly
half the number used in the 2016 paper [35].
Furthermore, at the methodological level there are some differences between our analysis
and that in [35]. First, as discussed above, to generate our catalogs we have scattered the
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values dΛCDML (zi;H0,ΩM ), extracting the “measured” values of the luminosity distance from
a Gaussian distribution centered on this fiducial value, and with a width ∆dL determined by
the projected error estimate. Ref. [35] did not consider scattered data, thus the statistical
error due to scatter was not included in the analysis. The Fisher matrix analysis performed
in [35] was performed on non-scattered data, but the MCMC analysis of the present paper
takes also into account the statistical uncertainty due to the scattering and thus gives more
realistic results.13 Second, in the present analysis the degeneracies between the cosmological
parameters are fully taken into account by our MCMC by freely varying all cosmological
parameters of ΛCDM (and, in the following subsections, of its extensions), while in the
Fisher matrix analysis of [35] the most stringent results (that eventually, together with all
other assumptions mentioned above, led to the estimate that H0 could be measured to 0.5%
with standard sirens only) where obtained by varying only H0 and assuming a fixed prior on
ΩM . The procedure of the present paper therefore gives a larger estimate of the error on the
cosmological parameters that can be obtained with LISA standard sirens.
On the other hand, one should also be aware of the fact that, before drawing final
conclusions on the sensitivity of LISA to H0, as well as to the DE parameters that will be
discussed below, much more work is needed. For instance, the counterpart model used in [35]
makes a number of assumptions, which will only be validated when (if) LISA electromagnetic
counterparts are actually observed. Another caveat is that the error on the localization used
in this paper is based on the use of the inspiral waveform only, with corrections based on
phenomenological waveforms, and it is still an open issue how this will change when including
a full description of the merger and ringdown phases. The estimate of the redshift error also
involves other factors, with respect to those that we have discussed, such as the exposure
time, that will depend on the availability of telescope time and the pointing accuracy, which
are currently difficult to estimate, as well as on the duration of the electromagnetic tran-
sient, whose estimation in turn involves the modeling of the counterpart. It should also be
observed that the number of sources observed depends strongly on the sensitivity curve at
low frequency, where there is potential room for improvement with respect to the sensitivity
curve that we have adopted. Finally, in this paper we are only using MBH binaries with
counterpart as standard sirens, and we are not considering stellar mass BH binaries and
EMRIs, that are not expected to have a counterpart and must be treated with the statistical
methods. These issues are currently under active investigations in the LISA Consortium,
and are well beyond the scope of this paper. The results of this paper should therefore be
understood as the forecast that can be obtained under the specific set of assumptions that
we have made.
5.2 wCDM
We next add the parameter w0, corresponding to the so-called wCDM model, where the DE
equation of state is taken to be constant, or wa = 0 in eq. (2.30).
14 Since the model used to
generate the catalog of sources is still ΛCDM, we are actually asking to what accuracy we can
find back the fiducial value w0 = −1. Figs. 15 and 16 show the two-dimensional likelihood in
13On the other hand, the MCMC analysis is based only on one realization of the dataset, in contrast to the
Fisher matrix analysis which can be averaged over many realizations. However, as discussed in section 4, the
catalog used is chosen as a typical “average” catalog, between many different realizations.
14A further natural extension would be to the (w0, wa) set of parameters. However we have found that, with
the limited number of sources in the LISA catalogs, it is not possible to disentangle the degeneracy between
these two parameters, and the MCMC chains do not reach a good convergence.
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Figure 15. The 1σ and 2σ contours of the two-dimensional likelihood in the (ΩM , w0) plane in
wCDM, with the contribution from CMB+BAO+SNe (red), the contribution from LISA standard
sirens (gray) and the overall combined contours (blue), in the scenario (1) (“realistic”) for the error
on the luminosity distance. Upper left: heavy no-delay (“hnd”) scenario; Upper right: “hQ3” scenario;
lower panel: “pop III” scenario.
the (ΩM , w0) plane, displaying the combined contribution from CMB + BAO + SNe (red),
and the total combined result (blue), for the 3× 2 scenarios considered.
Even in the most optimistic scenario that we have considered, we learn from the plots
that LISA standard sirens alone do not give any significant constraint on w0, and, when
combined to CMB+BAO+SNe data, they only induce a very marginal improvement. From
the corresponding one-dimensional likelihoods, from CMB+BAO+SNe only, we find that w0
can be reconstructed with the accuracy ∆w0 = 0.045. Combining CMB+BAO+SNe with
standard sirens, in the “optimistic hnd” scenario we get
∆w0 = 0.044 , (5.4)
so the improvement due to SMBH standard sirens is quite negligible. Basically the same
results are obtained in all other scenarios considered.
These results significantly degrade the estimates presented in [35]. As discussed in
section 5.1, the difference is due to the use of the updated sensitivity curve of LISA, the
more realistic assumptions in the construction of the catalogs and estimates of the errors,
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Figure 16. As in Fig. 15, for the scenario (2) (“optimistic”) for the error on the luminosity distance.
and the fact that the degeneracies between cosmological parameters are now fully taken
into account through a full MCMC. However, as for H0, one should be aware of all the
assumptions and uncertainties that entered in the construction of the source catalogs, and
that could significantly alter the results. In particular these estimates can either be improved
by combining the cosmological data collected with SMBHBs with the ones collected from
other LISA sources, such as EMRIs and SOBHBs, or by extending the observational period
of LISA. In the first case the different redshift ranges where EMRIs and SOBHBs are expected
to be observed, will help breaking some degeneracies in the cosmological parameters, such
as for example the degeneracy between H0 and ΩM in ΛCDM. In the second case instead
the estimated errors are expected to improve roughly as ∼ √N or better, where N is the
number of SMBHB merger with EM counterpart observed by LISA, which linearly depends
on the observational period. Both these improvements should reduce the error associated
with the statistical scatter of the SMBHB data, which was not considered in [35] and in the
new analysis performed here, which takes into account more realistic SBHB catalogs and
an updated LISA noise sensitivity curve, appears to be the most relevant source of error.
Other improvements can be achieved by a more realistic and detailed characterization of the
emission and detection of the EM counterparts of SMBHB mergers, which here as in [35] has
been modeled only with optical and radio EM emissions, but the consideration of other EM
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Figure 17. The 1σ and 2σ contours of the two-dimensional likelihood in the (Ξ0, w0) plane,
with the combined contribution from CMB+BAO+SNe (red) and the combined contours from
CMB+BAO+SNe+LISA standard sirens (blue), in the scenario (1) (“realistic”) for the error on
the luminosity distance. Upper left: heavy no-delay (“hnd”) scenario; Upper right: “hQ3” scenario ;
lower panel: “pop III” scenario.
signatures (X-rays, γ-rays, ...) could lead to a higher number of cosmologically useful events.
5.3 (Ξ0, w0)
We next extend the DE sector by introducing the parameter Ξ0. In order to keep under
control the number of new parameters, which is necessary to ensure the convergence of the
MCMC chains, we only take (Ξ0, w0) as the parameters that describe the DE sector of the
theory, fixing wa = 0 and n = 2.5; the latter value is of the order of that suggested by the
RR and RT nonlocal models, see section 3.2. However, the precise value of n is not very
important for the forecasts that we present, since the uncertainty on this quantity is large for
|Ξ0−1|  1 [16]. Again, we assume ΛCDM as the fiducial model used to generate the catalog
of sources, so the fiducial values for the parameters Ξ0 and w0 are Ξ0 = 1 and w0 = −1.
Fig. 17 shows the two-dimensional likelihood in (Ξ0, w0) plane, for the realistic scenario
for the error on the luminosity distance, and the three seed scenarios, while Fig. 18 shows the
results obtained using the optimistic scenario for the error on the luminosity distance. We
plot the limit from CMB+BAO+SNe and the combined limit from CMB+BAO+SNe+LISA
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Figure 18. As in Fig. 17, for the scenario (2) (“optimistic”) for the error on the luminosity distance.
seeds ∆Ξ0 ∆w0
hnd 0.023 0.045
hQ3 0.036 0.046
popIII 0.044 0.045
seeds ∆Ξ0 ∆w0
hnd 0.011 0.045
hQ3 0.017 0.044
popIII 0.022 0.044
Table 2. Forecasts for the 1σ errors on Ξ0 and w0 from CMB+BAO+SNe+LISA standard sirens,
for the three seed scenarios. Left: realistic scenario for the error on the luminosity distance. Right:
optimistic scenario.
standard sirens while, as before, using only standard sirens, with the addition of these new
parameters with respect to ΛCDM, the MCMC chains fail to converge because of the limited
number of sources. Note that CMB, BAO and SNe, as any other electromagnetic probe, are
blind to Ξ0, and therefore the corresponding contour from CMB+BAO+SNe are flat in the
Ξ0 direction. Standard sirens, however, lift this flat direction. The errors on Ξ0 and w0 from
the corresponding one-dimensional likelihoods are shown in Tables 2.
Exactly as in the case of wCDM discussed above, we see that the accuracy that LISA,
combined with CMB+BAO+SNe, can reach on w0 is only of about 4.4% (at least using only
MBH binaries with counterpart as standard sirens), which is basically entirely determined
by the current CMB+BAO+SNe observations.
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In contrast, even under the current set of assumptions (see the discussion in sect. 5.1),
that have led to relatively large errors on H0 and on w0 from LISA standard sirens, Ξ0
still turns out to be an extremely interesting observable for LISA. First of all it can be
observed only with GW experiments, and second, as we already anticipated in the discussion
in section 2.2.4, Ξ0 can be measured more accurately than w0. This is confirmed by the results
of our MCMC, which shows that, in the best case, Ξ0 can be measured to 1% accuracy, and
even in the worst case we still have a 4.4% accuracy, see Table 2. By comparison, for instance,
the RT nonlocal model discussed in section 3.2 predicts a deviation from the GR value Ξ0 = 1
at the level of 6.6%. Similar values can be obtained for the scalar-tensor theories discussed
in Section 3.1: the f(R) and the coupled Galileon models of Section 3.1.1 and the DHOST
system of Section 3.1.2 can reach deviations of the Ξ0 parameter of order respectively 5%
and 2%, see Figures, 2, 3 and 4. 15 Thus, the accuracy that LISA can reach on modified
GW propagation is extremely interesting for testing modified gravity and dark energy.
It is interesting to compare the results that we have obtained for LISA with the ex-
pectations for a third-generation ground based interferometer such as the Einstein Telescope
(ET). The Einstein Telescope is expected to detect of order 105 − 106 binary neutron stars
per year, up to redshift z ∼ 2. For standard sirens with electromagnetic counterpart, the
main uncertainty in the analysis comes from the estimate of the fraction of coalescences that
will have an observed electromagnetic counterpart. This depends not only on details of the
electromagnetic emission, that can in principle be modeled, but, given this very high event
rate, also on issues that are currently difficult to predict, such as what will be the network
of GRB detectors and of ground-based telescopes that will be available at the time of ET,
and what fraction of telescope time will be devoted to the electromagnetic follow up of grav-
itational events. A rather common working hypothesis is that, out of these 105 − 106 events
per years, in a few years of running one could collect of order 103 events with electromag-
netic counterpart. Under this hypothesis, it was found in [16] that, by combining ET with
the same CMB+BAO+SNe dataset that we are using in this paper, and extending the dark
energy sector through the parameters Ξ0 and w0 (and fixing n = 2.5, as in this paper), at
ET one can get the accuracy ∆Ξ0 = 0.008 and ∆w0 = 0.032. Comparing with the results
for LISA in Table 2 we see that the accuracy at ET would be slightly better than that in the
‘hnd’ scenario for LISA, although quite comparable. However, this comparison relies heavily
on the assumption of having 103 sources with counterpart, which at the present stage is only
a reasonable working hypothesis. 16 One should also observe that ET and LISA observations
are complementary because most of the ET events are at redshift z <∼ 1, while, as we see
from Fig. 12, LISA has events distributed up to z ∼ 6. This will allow us to study the
ratio d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z) in different redshift ranges. In terms of the (Ξ0, n) parametrization, this
means that LISA will be able to determine the asymptotic value Ξ0, without much contami-
nation from the value of n (and, in turn, it will not be able to determine n very accurately),
while the lower redshift events of ET will rather be sensitive to a combination of Ξ0 and n,
so the joint LISA and ET data would lift this degeneracy.
15In sections 2.2.4, 3.1.2 we also discussed more complex parametrizations for the quantity Ξ(z), designed
to accommodate the features of specific models: it should be straightforward to apply the methods used so
far also to those cases, but we leave this for future works.
16A more detailed study of the accuracy on (Ξ0, w0) obtained with a realistic modeling of the joint GW-GRB
observations between ET and the proposed THESEUS mission will be presented in [209].
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6 Conclusions
In this paper we have examined the potential of LISA MBH binaries (with electromagnetic
counterparts) for constraining cosmology, and in particular the dark energy sector associated
with modified gravity theories. As in [35], we have generated a population of MBHBs using
semi-analytic models for the formation and evolution of galaxies, and we have examined three
different scenarios for massive black hole formation at high redshifts, namely pop III seeds,
and heavy seeds with and without a delay between galaxy merger and the merger of the
central MBHs.
Compared to earlier work specifically related to LISA, in particular ref. [35], we have
used updated estimates for the LISA configuration and sensitivity curve, we examined a
scenario with a more realistic error for the redshift determination of the source and delensing,
we produced more realistic mock catalogs by including the scattering of the mock data
according to the observational error, and we took fully into account the degeneracies between
cosmological parameters by performing a series of MCMCs, both with standard sirens only
and with standard sirens combined with current CMB+BAO+SNe data. On the other hand,
we have emphasized (see the discussion at the end of sect. 5.1) that many more issues must
be addressed before giving a final word of the sensitivity of LISA to cosmological parameters,
and this paper should be considered as a contribution toward that goal, under the given
assumptions that we have discussed in detail.
One result of this analysis is that, under the assumptions that we have used, the estimate
for the accuracy that can be obtained for the Hubble parameter using LISA MBH is revised
toward higher values. In particular, in the most favorable formation scenario, which turns
out to be the heavy-seed no-delay one, for the relative error on H0 from standard sirens we
find 3.8% assuming the “optimistic” scenario for the accuracy of redshift measurement and
delensing, and 7.7% with possibly more “realistic” assumptions on redshift determination and
delensing. We have presented similar results for the DE equation of state, where we found
that, under the assumptions we made, the inclusion of MBH LISA standard sirens does
not improve significantly the determination of w0 compared to current CMB+BAO+SNe
observations. Apart from the role of the assumptions that we have used, it is also important
to stress that LISA will also see other potential GW standard sirens, in particular stellar mass
BH binaries, and extreme mass ratio inspirals (EMRIs). These sources are not expected to
have an electromagnetic counterpart, but can still be used as standard sirens by using the
statistical method. Work on this is currently in progress within our LISA Cosmology Working
Group, and could lead to a significantly better error on H0 and w0.
The most interesting results concerning the potential of LISA for cosmology studies
come however from modified GW propagation, which represents the core of this paper. The
fact that a modified friction term in the propagation equation of tensor perturbations over
FRW can give rise to a modification of the luminosity distance of standard sirens has been
recognized in recent years through the study of explicit models such as scalar-tensor theories
and nonlocal gravity [6, 13–16] (although the possibility of a modification of the luminosity
distance due to gravitons leaking in the bulk was already observed in the context of the DGP
model [12]). In this paper we analyzed the explicit predictions of some of the best-motivated
and most studied modifications of gravity, such as scalar-tensor systems (Horndeski and
the more general DHOST family of scalar-tensor theories), nonlocal gravity, bigravity, and
theories with extra and varying dimensions. We have found that modified GW propagation is
an absolutely generic phenomenon, that takes place in all the theories that we have considered
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(in spite of the fact that all these theories comply with the limit from GW170817 on the
deviation of the speed of GWs from the speed of light).
We have seen that, in most cases, a simple and accurate description of the effect is
captured by the (Ξ0, n) parametrization of Eq. (2.31) originally introduced in [16]. This
parametrization takes into account the fact that the ratio of gravitational to electromagnetic
luminosity distances must go to one as the redshift z → 0, and in most model it saturates to a
constant, Ξ0, at large redshift (because in typical models dark energy is a recent phenomenon
on cosmological scales), and smoothly interpolates between these asymptotic values with a
power-law determined by the index n. Of course, deviations from this simple behavior can
occur in some cases because of specific physical reasons. Most notably, in bigravity we have
found a series of oscillations due to the “beatings” between the two metrics. It follows that in
some specific cases alternative analytic formulas can be useful, and we have presented some
alternative parametrizations.
We have run a series of MCMCs to determine the accuracy that LISA can reach on
the parameter Ξ0 in the (Ξ0, n) parametrization of eq. (2.31).
17 There are two reasons
that make this observable especially important for advanced GW detectors. First of all,
modified GW propagation is an observable accessible only to GW observations, and to which
electromagnetic observations are blind.18 Second, as discussed in section 2.2.4, in a generic
modified gravity theory, in which the deviation of d gwL (z)/d
em
L (z) from 1 is of the same order
as the deviation of wDE(z) from −1, the effect of d gwL (z)/d emL (z) on standard sirens dominates
over the effect of the DE equation of state, because the latter is partially compensated by
degeneracies with other (fitted) cosmological parameters. As a consequence, the accuracy
expected on Ξ0 is better than that on w0. This argument has been confirmed by our explicit
MCMC computations. Combining LISA with CMB+BAO+SNe to reduce the degeneracies
with the other parameters, in the best case (heavy-seed no-delay formation scenario and
“optimistic” scenario for the accuracy of redshift measurement and delensing) we have found
that Ξ0 can be measured to an accuracy that reaches 1.1% (to be compared with 4.5% for
w0) and even in the worst scenario still is 4.4% (see Table 2). Last but not least, in several
instances the explicit models that we have considered give predictions for Ξ0 larger or equal
than these values. For instance the RT model of Section 3.2 predicts for Ξ0 a deviation from
the GR value of order 6.6%. Similar values can be obtained for the scalar-tensor theories: the
f(R) and coupled Galileon models of Section 3.1.1 and the DHOST system of Section 3.1.2
can reach deviations of the Ξ0 parameter of order 3%, 5% and 2% respectively. Due to their
complex dynamics, the bigravity set-up studied in section 3.3 and the dimensionally changing
systems of section 3.4 cannot be faithfully described in terms of the (Ξ0, n) parameterization
of Eq. (2.31). We nevertheless quantitatively derived projected constrains on their parameter
spaces from standard siren catalogs.
At the theoretical level, we have examined the predictions on modified GW propagation
of a large number of the best studied modified gravity theories. In particular, we demon-
strated the improved capability of LISA to probe GW oscillations, an analog to neutrino
17The parameter n is less important if the sources are at large redshifts, where the expression for the ratio
of gravitational and electromagnetic luminosity distances saturates to its asymptotic value Ξ0. In any case,
the accuracy that can be reached on it can be estimated analytically as ∆n = [∆Ξ0/|1 − Ξ0|] × [(1 + z)n −
1]/[log(1 + z)] where z is the typical redshift of the sources [16]. In the low-redshift limit this reduces to
∆n/n = ∆Ξ0/|1− Ξ0|.
18More precisely, we have seen that in some models (but not in general), modified GW propagation is related
to a time dependence of the effective Newton constant, and in these models one could access Ξ0 indirectly
through the effect of the modified Newton’s constant on structure formation.
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flavour oscillations, present in models with extra tensor interactions such as bigravity, po-
tentially constraining the parameter space of specific theories. We compute predictions for
bigravity using a high frequency expansion, focusing on the high mass regime mg  H0. In
this region of parameter space GW oscillations occur in the mHz range, but the theory is not
generically able to account for cosmic acceleration. Standard sirens at cosmological distances,
as will be observed by LISA, have the potential to constrain the mass range mg & 10−25eV for
most mixing angles, which would improve by three orders of magnitudes the result obtained
from the current LIGO-Virgo detection of GW170817. This is a conservative estimate: in-
cluding frequency-dependent effects on the waveform will improve these bounds. Notice also
that the improvement in constraining power in GW oscillations (e.g. mg) over LIGO/Virgo
will not be matched by standard-siren analyses with third-generation ground detectors, as
the extended reach of LISA is driven mainly by the lower frequency range (which increases
the sensitivity since the signal is suppressed by (mg/f)
2), in addition to a longer oscillation
baseline (higher source redshift).
The broad conclusion is that modified GW propagation is a prime observable for cosmo-
logical studies with advanced GW detectors, and MBH binaries detectable with LISA can be
a powerful probe of modified gravity and dark energy. Further significant improvements are
expected by the study of LISA standard sirens without electromagnetic counterpart, such
as stellar mass BH binaries and EMRIs, that can be used as standard sirens through the
statistical method. We leave this for future work.
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A GW luminosity distance and the flux-luminosity relation
In this Appendix we show that the GW luminosity distance in modified gravity theories
still obeys the standard relation (2.1) between the energy flux F measured in the observer
frame and the intrinsic luminosity L measured at the source frame. Using purely kinematic
consideration discussed for example in [20], Section 4.1.4, we derive an expression for the
gravity wave luminosity distance in a case where the graviton is massless, mT = 0, and the
non-minimal coupling with other fields are such that Πij = 0. GW are then produced by
events at high redshift associated with standard sirens, and then can propagate freely through
space-time. (We examine the effect of a graviton mass and couplings with additional spin-2
fields in Section 3.3.)
In this case, the evolution equation (1.2) can be obtained by varying the effective
quadratic action for tensor modes
S
(2)
T = M¯
2
∫
dη d3x a2(η)
(
M2eff(η)
M¯2
) [
1
2
h′2ij −
1
2
c2T (η)
(
~∇hij
)2]
. (A.1)
Here M¯ is a reference mass scale, whose value we will discuss later. Studying the GW
dynamics governed by this action is equivalent to studying the propagation of free massless
modes on a homogeneous FRW geometry characterised by the line element
ds2 = a2(η)
M2eff(η)
M¯2
cT (η)
(−c2T (η) dη2 + d~x2 ) . (A.2)
This expression for the homogeneous background metric leads to the following formula for
the comoving distance between a source and the observer, computed in terms of the tensor
null geodesics ds = 0 (we use the relation dη = dt/a(t) connecting physical and conformal
time):
rcom(t) = |∆x| =
∫ t
ts
cT (t˜) dt˜
a(t˜)
, (A.3)
with t an arbitrary time. We denote by ts the time of emission of GW at the source, while
t0 the observation time, which we assume being today. The comoving distance depends on
the speed of the GW. The physical distance results:
rphys(t) = a(t)
Meff(t)
M¯
c
1/2
T (t) rcom(t) . (A.4)
We now choose our reference normalization scale M¯ so that in the limit t → ts the ratio
between physical and comoving distance acquires the standard expression
lim
t→ts
rphys(t)
rcom(t)
= a(ts) (A.5)
at the time of the emission from the source. This might be motivated by requiring that
nearby the source the effects of modified gravity had not yet have time to develop. Condition
(A.5) leads to the definition
M¯ ≡ Meff(ts) c1/2T (ts) (A.6)
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that we will use in what follows.
Suppose now that the observer measures GW signals corresponding to wavecrests emit-
ted at different times from the source. (They travel through the same comoving distance.)
Using expression (A.3) for rcom(t0), at linear order in ∆ts we can write the relation
∆t0 =
cT (ts)
cT (t0)
a(t0)
a(ts)
∆ts (A.7)
between the time difference of two GW wavecrests as measured at emission and observation
times. Formula (A.7), which we more conveniently express in terms of redshift, states that
source and observer clocks tick with different rates. We assume that the observer makes its
measure today at redshift equal to zero, while the emission occurs at resdshift z. Then, from
eq. (A.7), we can write
dt0 =
cT (z)
cT (0)
(1 + z) dts , (A.8)
implying that frequencies measured in the source and observer frames are related by
f (0) =
f (s)
cT (z)
cT (0)
(1 + z)
. (A.9)
We now define the luminosity distance, following [20]. We call F the GW energy flux
measured by the observer, corresponding to the amount of GW energy per unit time per unit
area. L is the luminosity of the source, defined as the power it radiates
L = dEs
dts
. (A.10)
Then we define the luminosity distance dgwL as
F ≡ L
Area
≡ L
4pi (dgwL )
2
. (A.11)
Since we measure the energy flux at the observer position, we need to convert dEs/dts into
the observer frame. The energy scales as the frequency, eq. (A.9), while dts and dt0 are
related by eq. (A.8). Hence
dE0
dt0
=
L
c2T (z)
c2T (0)
(1 + z)2
. (A.12)
The area crossed by the flux of GW which propagate radially from the source is [using eq.
(A.6)]
Area = 4pir2phys (A.13)
= 4pi
M2eff(t0)
M2eff(ts)
a2(t0)
cT (t0)
cT (ts)
r2com . (A.14)
We now collect the various pieces of information, and obtain the following expression for the
luminosity distance [a(0) = a(z = 0) is the value of scale factor today]
dgwL = a(0)
√
cT (z)
cT (0)
Meff(0)
Meff(z)
(1 + z) rcom (A.15)
=
√
cT (z)
cT (0)
exp
[
−
∫ z
0
δ(z˜)
1 + z˜
dz˜
]
(1 + z) a(0)rcom . (A.16)
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Using the fact that
dt
a(t)
= − 1
a(0)
dz
H(z)
, (A.17)
and eq. (A.3), we can write the following relation for the comoving distance for the GWs:
a(0) rcom =
∫ z
0
cT (z˜) dz˜
H(z˜)
. (A.18)
The luminosity distance for GW defined from eq. (A.11) can then be written as
dgwL =
√
cT (z)
cT (0)
exp
[
−
∫ z
0
δ(z˜)
1 + z˜
dz˜
]
(1 + z)
∫ z
0
cT (z˜) dz˜
H(z˜)
, (A.19)
and therefore agrees with eq. (2.27).
B Technical details on bigravity
B.1 Hassan–Rosen theory of bigravity
The theory known as bigravity [134] is the only known theory of two interactive spin-2 fields
that is free of ghosts at the fully non-linear level. See [136–138] for reviews. It is described
by the action
S =
∫
d4x
{
κM2Pl
√
−g˜ R˜+√−g [M2Pl (R− 2m2 V )+ Lmatt]} , (B.1)
with gµν and g˜µν the two metric tensors, M
2
Pl and κM
2
Pl the corresponding squares of Planck
masses and m the graviton mass. Matter is coupled only to the first metric. The interaction
potential between the two metrics is indicated by V , and it takes the form
V =
4∑
n=0
an Vn , (B.2)
with an dimensionless parameters, and
V0 = 1 , (B.3)
V1 = τ1 , (B.4)
V2 = τ
2
1 − τ2 , (B.5)
V3 = τ
3
1 − 3τ1τ2 + 2τ3 , (B.6)
V4 = τ
4
1 − 6τ21 τ2 + 8τ1τ33τ22 − 6τ4 , (B.7)
where τi = tr
[
Y i
]
with Y νµ = [
√
X] νµ .
This theory admits homogeneous FRW configurations described by two independent
metrics
ds2 = a2(τ)
(−dτ2 + d~x2) , (B.8)
ds˜2 = ω2(τ)
(−c2(τ) dτ2 + d~x2) . (B.9)
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The ratio of scale factors is denoted with
ξ(τ) =
ω(τ)
a(τ)
, (B.10)
and from now on H = a′/a is the Hubble parameter corresponding to the first metric. The
Friedmann equation for the first metric reads
H2
a2
=
8piG
3
ρ+m2
(
2a3ξ
3 + 2a2ξ
2 + a1ξ +
a0
3
)
. (B.11)
The theory admit two branches of solutions, but only one describes physically interesting
cosmological configurations [142]. In this branch the Bianchi identities are realised in the
form
c(τ)− 1 = 1H(τ)
ξ′(τ)
ξ(τ)
, (B.12)
and together with Friedmann equations lead to an algebraic equation for ξ:
8a4
κ
ξ2 +
6a3
κ
ξ +
2a2
κ
+
a1
3κ
1
ξ
=
H2
m2a2
, (B.13)
where the coefficients ai are the parameters of the bigravity potential (B.2). This information
about homogeneous configurations is sufficient for the scope of this work, more details can
be found in [139–142].
B.2 Details on the WKB approximation for bigravity
In this Appendix we spell out details on the calculations using a WKB approximation leading
to the solution (3.40–3.41) for the system of equations (3.37) we use in the main text. In
order to obtain WKB solutions, it is convenient to work in matrix notation. After absorbing
the cosmic friction term and defining a vector containing the two tensor modes,
Φ =
(
ah1
ah2
)
, (B.14)
we can express the evolution equation (3.37) for h1 and h2 in bigravity as[
d2
dτ2
+ νˆ
d
dτ
+Mk2 + Mˆ − (H2 +H′)Iˆ −Hνˆ
]
Φ = 0 , (B.15)
where we have defined
νˆ =
(
0 0
0 2ξ′/ξ − c′/c
)
, M =
(
1 0
0 c2
)
, Mˆ = m2a2f1
(
1 −1
−c/(κξ2) c/(κξ2)
)
. (B.16)
Next, we introduce a dimensionless expansion parameter , rescaling time as dτ → dτ/, and
controlling different orders in a high frequency WKB approximation. We make the following
Ansatz for the solution Φ for tensor modes,
Φ = Eˆ ei
∫
θˆ

dτ (Φ0 + Φ1 + · · ·) , (B.17)
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and aim to solve order by order in the expansion parameter . In eq. (B.17) we expand over
a basis of eigenvectors controlled by the matrix Eˆ, associated with the matrix of eigenfre-
quencies θˆ, which appears at the exponent of (B.17) and is diagonal by definition. At leading
order 0 of our expansion parameter, we obtain the eigenfrequencies
θ21,2 =
1
2
(
(1 + c2)k2 +m2a2f1
(
1 +
c
κξ2
)
− 2H2
∓
√
4m4a4f21
c
κξ2
+
(
(1− c2) k2 +m2a2f1
(
1− c
κξ2
))2)
,
(B.18)
and the matrix of eigenvectors
Eˆ =
 1 m2a2f1k2+m2a2f1−H2−θ22
m2a2f1c/(κξ2)
c2k2+m2a2f1c/(κξ2)−H2−θ21
1
 . (B.19)
At next to leading order, 1, the amplitude Φ0 can be obtained solving
2EˆθˆGˆΦ′0 +
(
Eˆθˆ′ + 2Eˆ′θˆ + iH′Eˆ + iHνˆEˆ + νˆEˆθˆ
)
GˆΦ0 = 0 , (B.20)
where we defined for convenience the matrix Gˆ ≡ ei
∫
θˆdτ . For general time dependent co-
efficients, this matrix equation cannot be solved analytically (because the matrices in the
parenthesis should commute at any given time). However, within the regime of the WKB, a
matrix exponential solution is a very good approximation (that we have checked numerically)
Φ0 = θˆ
−1/2 exp
[
−1
2
∫
dτGˆ−1θˆ−1/2Eˆ−1
(
2Eˆ′ + iH′Eˆθˆ−1 + iHνˆEˆθˆ−1 + νˆEˆ
)
θˆ1/2Gˆ
]
C¯0 ,
(B.21)
where ~C0 is a vector of constant coefficients to be fixed with the initial conditions. Recall
that θˆ is a diagonal matrix and thus the term θˆ−1/2 in (B.21) is the usual WKB scaling. If
there is time dependence, there can be corrections to this scaling, which corresponds to the
matrix exponential. The fact that the matrix exponential works as a solution is because the
matrix in the exponent is small in this regime and, as a consequence, corrections arising from
commutators of this matrix are further suppressed. For higher order corrections in the WKB
expansion, one can proceed iteratively and solve Φ1 at order 
2 using the solution of Φ0.
Having an approximate analytical solution allows us to understand the role of each
parameter. In particular, we note that the speed of the massive mode has a key role in the
mixing. This is better seen in the high-k limit where the phases tend to
θ21 = k
2 +m2a2f1 −H2 +O(k−2) , (B.22)
θ22 = c
2k2 +
m2a2f1c
κξ2
−H2 +O(k−2) . (B.23)
Focusing on the non-diagonal terms of the matrix of eigenvectors,
Eˆ12 =
m2a2f1
(c2 − 1)k2 + (1− c/(κξ2))m2a2f1 +O(k−2) , (B.24)
Eˆ21 =
m2a2f1c/(κξ
2)
(c2 − 1)k2 + (1− c/(κξ2))m2a2f1 +O(k−2) , (B.25)
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we notice that in the high-k limit the mode mixing is suppressed, i.e. Eˆ12  1 and Eˆ21  1,
if each tensor propagate at a different speed, c 6= 1, and there is a large hierarchy between
the mass term m and the wavevector k.
While in the main text we focussed on a large mass regime, we conclude this Appendix
considering a small mass regime, with a mass parameter of the order of the Hubble constant
m ∼ H0, and show that in this case there is no distinctive observational effect of bigravity
in the GW propagation. In this regime, the energy density proportional to m2 in the right
hand side of the Friedmann equation (B.11) is of the same order of magnitude of the observed
vacuum energy. Then, the viable branch of solutions satisfies ξ  1, which gives the following
value for the speed of the second tensor modes [141]
c− 1 = 3(w + 1) +O
(
m2
Gρ
)2
. (B.26)
This implies that during matter domination c2 ∼ 16, and during radiation domination
c2 ∼ 25. Therefore, given that LISA frequency of GWs is much larger than the rate of
expansion, kLISA ∼ 1016H0, inequality (3.42) is not satisfied and mixing among different
modes is negligible in the small mass regime.
Moreover, this mass range is also still far from being constrained through the modified
dispersion relation with LISA. In particular, the bound on an effective mass term mf
1/2
1 in
this case is [210]
mf
1/2
1 . 10−26
eV
c2
(
10 Gpc
D
f
10−2 Hz
100
SNR
)1/2
, (B.27)
where we have introduced the expected distance, frequency and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR ∼
1/(f∆t)) of a massive BH binary in the LISA band. This is seven orders of magnitude larger
than H0, thus far from the small mass regime.
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